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ABSTRACT
The ride comfort of a vehicle is very important to both automotive and tire
manufacturers. Unfortunately the ride comfort provided by the tire has an inverse
relationship with the handling ability of the vehicle. Michelin has sought to decouple
ride comfort and handling capability by developing a non-pneumatic tire they have
dubbed the TWEEL©. To better understand what effects fitting a TWEEL with specific
characteristics would have on the ride comfort of a vehicle a computer simulation was
developed to study the effects of TWEEL stiffness and deflection on ride comfort.
The vehicle model used in the simulation is a continuation and expansion of the
linear vehicle model developed by Law [3]. The original model includes the following
degrees of freedom: vertical motions of the front and rear axles, vertical and pitching
motions of the sprung mass, and vertical motion of the engine. The original linear model
was run and analyzed in the frequency domain. This work expands the previous work by
treating both the shocks and the TWEELS as nonlinear elements.
The nonlinear model was implemented in Simulink and run in the temporal
domain. The data was analyzed in both the frequency and the temporal domain. The
program outputs include the frequency response functions, the power spectral densities
(PSDs) and root mean square (RMS) values for various outputs as well as channel data
plotted against time. The ISO 2631 weighted RMS accelerations are plotted along with
the ISO 2631 [1,2] comfort curves. Tire-to-road forces are also examined.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
The focus of this thesis is on the development and simulation of a nonlinear

vertical ride model of a BMW Mini Cooper (BMW Mini). The main performance
measures are the acceleration of a point near the driver’s seat as defined by ISO 2631
[1,2] and the forces at the tire-to-road interfaces. The objective in creating the model was
to develop a program that could be used to evaluate the effects of equipping the BMW
Mini with Michelin-designed TWEELS©.
The project introduction and the motivation behind it will be discussed in Chapter
1 along with research previously conducted on this topic. Chapter 2 will present the
physical testing that was conducted on a stock 2007 BMW Mini as well as the post
processing of the data recorded during testing. The derivation of the equations of motion
of the vehicle and the details of constructing the model in Simulink are discussed in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 lays out the programming of the simulations in Matlab, as well as
the discussion of the post processing of the simulation data. The results of the
simulations are presented in Chapter 5, starting with the linear model and verification of
the model against the physical test data, and progressing to the various case studies.
Chapter 6 summarizes the research completed and provides possible extensions of the
work that could be completed as future research on the topic. Additional support
information, data, and programming code are available in the Appendices.
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1.2

Research Motivation and Problem Statement
Michelin Americas Research Corporation (MARC) has developed a new and

revolutionary type of non-pneumatic tire that they have dubbed the TWEEL©. BMW,
makers of the Mini Cooper, are interested in fitting the Mini with the TWEEL to gain a
performance advantage without any detrimental effects to the ride comfort of the vehicle.
The research and data provided within this thesis can provide Michelin with estimates of
ride comfort and tire-to-road forces for various TWEEL parameters, and aid them in
designing the TWEEL for the BMW Mini.

1.3

Literature Review of Vehicle Ride Comfort
While ride comfort for medium duty and heavy duty trucks has been studied

extensively, there has not been as much work published on passenger vehicle ride. Ride
comfort is important to the passenger car industry as well as the trucking industry for
various reasons. In both the passenger car and trucking industries uncomfortable driving
conditions can lead to driver fatigue, although this is a problem that impacts the trucking
industry much more heavily. Passenger car OEM’s are more interested in ride comfort
for the purpose of keeping the consumer happy so they are more likely to be a repeat
customer.
The model developed in this thesis serves as an expansion of the work by Law [3]
and the five degree of freedom linear model he developed. Law’s model and simulation
investigated the effects of TWEEL stiffness on ride comfort. In his work, Law uses a
linear model solved in the frequency domain through the use of state space equations.
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Others, such as Barak, Sun, and Zhang, [4], and Moustafa, Shogae, and Soliman
[5] have also conducted ride comfort studies where a state-space approach was utilized.
In both [14] and [15] the emphasis was on changing suspension parameters to modify
ride comfort. Barak, Zhang, and Sun use a step input and measure comfort by comparing
displacement and acceleration responses between setups. In [5] the input is a ground
profile represented by a displacement power spectral density of the form Sr(w) = Gr/wn,
which has the same form as introduced in Wong [6] ( S g ( Ω ) = Csp Ω − N , m2/(cycle/m) ),
and that is used by Law [3].
The work performed by Moustafa, Shogae, and Soliman [5] was, in part, an
expansion of the quarter-car (two degree-of-freedom) model presented by Akcay, and
Turkay, [7]. In [7] the authors seek to study the response of the vehicle to random road
disturbances by treating the roadway as either white noise velocity inputs, or colored
noise inputs. They conclude that the integrated white noise approximation to the road
displacement spectrum yielded more accurate results, but only for speeds less than 100
kph.
In the work presented herein, as well as in the works by Law [3] and Moustafa,
Shogae, and Soliman [5], the vehicle comfort is measured by the PSD of the acceleration
of a location on the sprung mass. In this paper, and in Law [3], the ISO 2631 comfort
criteria is then applied to the PSD values. Both the 1976 criteria [1], which shows the
comfort as a function of the frequency band in which the excitation occurs, and the 1997
revision [2] which weights each frequency band, and finds a single overall value of RMS
acceleration are utilized to describe the comfort of the vehicle. The ISO 2631 comfort
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criterion is based on two-axis acceleration (SAE X and Z) of a seated person, but is not
the only comfort criterion that exists. In Kang, Lee, Min, and Park [8], they develop a
method that utilizes a 12 axis vibration measurement module, an, electromyography
measurement module, and an ultrasonic 3D motion analyzer. While this method might
give better results, the measurement system is complex and expensive, and simulating the
results would be difficult. Hanada [9], develops a new measurement for quantifying the
ride comfort of the vehicle by using an artificial human lumbar model instead of an
accelerometer, and taking the pressure variation at the artificial nucleus pulposus.
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CHAPTER 2
PHYSICAL TESTING

2.1

Introduction
To create and validate a model, it is helpful to have physical test data with which

to compare the simulation results. The main goal of this research project was to explore
the ride comfort of a vehicle. To aid in validating the model, four post shaker rig testing
was conducted [10]. To have a comfort baseline for the stock vehicle, tests were
conducted on a weathered asphalt (WA) road at the Michelin Laurens Proving Grounds
(LPG) [11]. Kinematics and compliance testing was also performed on the BMW Mini at
MARC in order to help define the characteristics of the vehicle [12].
2.2

Road Tests at Laurens Proving Grounds
Tests of a 2007 BMW Mini Cooper were conducted at Michelin’s Laurens

Proving Grounds (LPG) on March 7th, 2007. The tests were conducted to assess the
vertical ride of a stock Mini Cooper by traversing the vehicle over a test surface of
weathered asphalt road, and recording the vertical and longitudinal accelerations at two
locations in the vehicle. The primary objective of these tests was to collect vertical ride
data for the BMW Mini that would serve as a comparison for the vehicle ride model
being developed in the project. The weathered asphalt (WA) tests were made over a
specific worn section of roadway at LPG. Runs were made at 30 and 60 mph (48.3 and
96.5 kph). Ten runs were made at each speed, and 20 seconds of raw accelerometer data
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was recorded for every run. The details of the test vehicle setup, sensor location, and tire
data are shown below in Table 2.1
Table 2.1 Test Vehicle Configuration - LPG Test
Goodyear
Eagle RSA
205/45R17 84V

Tire:

Tire Size
Tire Pressure
2.1/2.1, (30/30)
F/R, bar (psi)
Accelerometer 1
Tachometer
Location
Mount
Accelerometer 2
Driver's Side
Location
Seat Rail
Vehicle Load
Curb + Driver
2.2.1

Data Reduction and Post-Processing
The raw data files that were received from the LPG tests were in a .txt format that

included extraneous information. A Matlab m-file, “organize.m”, was written to rename
the files and comment out non-data information contained within the file. The listing of
the m-file can be found in Appendix D.
A second Matlab m-file, “minidataplot.m”, was written to import the raw data
files, and manipulate the data as necessary to make it useable for the purposes of this
research project. The details of the m-file found in Apppendix D are discussed below.
2.2.1.1 Detrending and Filtering a Signal
The Matlab m-file “minidataplot.m” is used to load the data of each run of the
weathered asphalt tests. Once run data has been loaded, the data is first detrended, and
then a low pass filter (corner frequency of 60 Hz) is applied to the data to rid the data of
any higher frequency noise.
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2.2.1.2 PSD Estimate via Welch’s Method
The next step in post-processing the data was to analyze the acceleration time data
to create a power spectral density (PSD) estimate. The PSD, S &&z ( f ) , is created using
Welch's method via the pwelch command in Matlab with the default values for window
and overlap; the sampling frequency set to equal that of the data recorded at LPG (512
Hz).

2.2.1.3 Calculation of ISO 2631 Criteria
The next post-processing task was to calculate the ISO 2631 RMS acceleration [2]
over the frequency range. ISO 2631 specifies the center frequencies, fc, of 1/3 octave
frequency bands and the lower and upper frequencies f1 and f2 in these bands. For each
specified center frequency, fc,
f1 = 0.89 f c
(2.1)
and
f 2 = 3 2 f1 = 1.26 f1 = 1.12 f c

(2.2)
The area under the PSD in each band is the mean square acceleration in that band.
Using trapezoidal integration it is approximated by

∆E ( &&
z2 ) ≅

S &&z ( f1 ) + S &&z ( f c )
S (f )+S (f )
( fc − f1 ) + &&z c &&z 2 ( f 2 − f c )
2
2
(2.3)
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The RMS acceleration in each band is the square root of the mean square value.

ai = ∆E ( &&
z2 )
(2.4)
ISO 2631 also specifies weighting values for each frequency band. These weights are
then multiplied by the RMS acceleration in each band and then the weighted RMS values
are squared and summed over the complete frequency range. The square root of the
resulting sum is then the RMS weighted acceleration for that run. Equation (2.5)
illustrates
2⎤
⎡
a0 = ⎢ ∑ ( wi ai ) ⎥
⎣ i
⎦

1

2

(2.5)
where a0 is the frequency weighted RMS acceleration, wi is the weighting factor for the ith
1/3 octave band, and ai is the RMS acceleration in ith 1/3 octave band. The ISO 2631
center frequencies and their accompanying weighting factors are found in Table 2.2. The
comfort limits for both the RMS vertical acceleration and the weighted RMS vertical
acceleration as defined by ISO 2631 are found in Tables 2.3 and 2.4.
The process of computing both the RMS acceleration and the RMS weighted
acceleration was performed using two more Matlab m-files, “weightaccelx.m” and
“weightaccelz.m” which processes accelerations in the longitudinal and vertical
directions respectively. These two programs are called from within the main program,
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“minidataplot.m.” The complete listings of “weightaccelx.m” and “weightaccelz.m” can
be found in Appendix D.
The last part of the post-processing process was to string the data streams of the
weathered asphalt runs together to get an average of the runs. In order to take the average
of the combined runs, a Matlab program, “combined_WAruns.m”, was created. The
program must be run after “minidataplot.m”, as it uses data put into the workspace by the
former program. The program takes each run at a given speed and combines them into
one large array. This array of data is then detrended and filtered at 60 Hz, and the PSD
estimate of the data is created using Welch’s method. Once the PSD estimate is created,
the RMS accelerations and RMS weighted accelerations are calculated as described
above.
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Table 2.2 Principal Frequency Weightings in One-Third Octave Bands [2]
Center Frequencies
(Hz)

0.10
0.13
0.16
0.20
0.25
0.32
0.40
0.50
0.63
0.80
1.00
1.25
1.60
2.00
2.50
3.15
4.00
5.00
6.30
8.00
10.00
12.50
16.00
20.00
25.00
31.50
40.00
50.00
63.00
80.00

Frequency Weighting Factor Value
(w)
Lateral and Longitudinal
Vertical Direction
Direction
0.031
0.062
0.049
0.097
0.079
0.158
0.121
0.243
0.182
0.365
0.263
0.530
0.352
0.713
0.418
0.853
0.459
0.944
0.477
0.992
0.482
1.011
0.484
1.008
0.494
0.968
0.531
0.890
0.631
0.776
0.804
0.642
0.967
0.512
1.039
0.409
1.054
0.323
1.036
0.253
0.988
0.212
0.902
0.161
0.768
0.125
0.636
0.100
0.513
0.080
0.405
0.063
0.314
0.049
0.246
0.039
0.186
0.030
0.132
0.021
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Table 2.3 ISO 2631 (1974) RMS Vertical Acceleration Reduced Comfort Limits
Center Frequency
of Third - Octave
Band
1
1.25
1.6
2
2.5
3.15
4
5
6.3
8
10
12.5
16
20
25
31.5
40
50
63
80

Acceleration (m/s2)
Exposure Times
8 hours
0.200
0.178
0.159
0.143
0.127
0.113
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.127
0.159
0.200
0.254
0.317
0.397
0.508
0.635
0.794
1.000

4 hours
0.337
0.299
0.267
0.240
0.214
0.190
0.168
0.168
0.168
0.168
0.214
0.267
0.337
0.427
0.534
0.668
0.855
1.068
1.335
1.683

2.5 hours
0.748
0.665
0.593
0.534
0.475
0.421
0.374
0.374
0.374
0.374
0.475
0.593
0.748
0.950
1.187
1.484
1.899
2.374
2.967
3.739

Table 2.4 Description of ISO 2631 (1997) RMS Weighted Acceleration Levels
Acceleration Level
Description
2
a0<0.315 m/s
Not Uncomfortable
2
0.315<a0 <0.63 m/s
A Little Uncomfortable
0.5 <a0 <1.0 m/s2
Fairly Uncomfortable
2
0.8 <a0 <1.6 m/s
Uncomfortable
1.25 <a0 <2.5 m/s2
Very Uncomfortable
a0 > 2 m/s2
Extremely Uncomfortable
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2.3

BMW Four Post Shaker Rig Test
Shaker tests of the 2007 BMW Mini Cooper used during the LPG tests were

conducted on March 18th, 2007 at BMW’s manufacturing facility in Spartanburg, SC.
The tests were conducted in order to find transfer functions that described the vehicle’s
behavior and to aid in deciding how many degrees of freedom (DOF) a model would be
needed to accurately describe the vehicle. The vehicle test configuration is described
below in Table 2.5
Table 2.5 Test Vehicle Configuration - BMW Four Post Test
Tire:

Goodyear
Eagle RSA
205/45R17 84V

Tire Size
Tire Pressure
2.1/2.1, (30/30)
F/R, bar (psi)
Driver Seat
68 kg
Ballast
Passenger Seat
68 kg
Ballast
Vehicle Load Curb + 2 Front

2.3.1 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system that was used was the PAK System supplied by
Mueller-BBM. The hardware consisted of an MK-II “front end” and four (4), fourchannel modules for ICP data acquisition. This gave the system the capability of
recording 16 channels. The run data was sampled at 200 Hz and stored on a computer.
Tri-axial accelerometers were mounted on the vehicle, but only data for the vertical
direction was recorded.
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2.3.2 Accelerometer Position
A total of 16 accelerometers were installed on the car. Table 2.6 is a list of the
accelerometer locations and their corresponding channels. Graphical layouts of the
sensors in relation to their position on the car are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
Table 2.6 Sensor Number and Location
Sensor #
Sensor Location
1
Front Right Shock Tower
2
Front Left Shock Tower
3
Front Right Wheel Center
4
Front Left Wheel Center
5
Rear Right Wheel Center
6
Rear Left Wheel Center
7
Rear Right Wheel Housing (Interior Side)
8
Rear Left Wheel Housing (Interior Side)
*
9
Passenger Seat Rail (Back of Right Rail)
10*
Driver Seat Rail (Back of Left Rail)
11
Right Side of Engine
12
Left Side of Engine
13
Front Right Pan
14
Front Left Pan
15
Rear Right Pan
16
Rear Left Pan
* For Run 5, +x acceleration was recorded
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Figure 2.1 Plan View of Sensor Locations

Figure 2.2 Side View of Sensor Locations
2.3.3 Pan Driving Function
The input function for the four-post shaker was chosen to be a swept sine wave.
The starting frequency of the sine wave was 1 Hz, and frequency was increased at a rate
of 0.1 Hz/sec. The run was ended when a total time of 270 seconds had elapsed and a
frequency of 28 Hz was attained. The final frequency, 28 Hz, should be higher than the
natural frequencies of the system we are interested in modeling. The shaker rig could be
set so that the forcing function caused the front and rear pans to either move in phase or
180 degrees out of phase from one another.
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2.3.4 Data Processing
Once the runs were completed, the data was transferred from the PAK System and
each channel of data was converted into a .mat file for use in Matlab. The data was
recorded in m/s2 and was reported as such in the .mat files.
The run data was then loaded into Matlab, and to reduce the output quantity, the
left and right accelerometer channels were averaged together except for the seat rail data
which showed strong dissimilarities left to right.
The system identification toolbox was run next. From the system identification
GUI, the time domain data was loaded into the toolbox using the pan acceleration as an
input and one of the other sensor locations as the output. Transfer functions were then
estimated as a spectral model using the Emperical Transfer Function Estimate (ETFE ),
(smoothed Fourier Transform) method. The LTI viewer was then used to create
frequency response plots. This process was repeated for each accelerometer position of
interest.
2.4

Kinematics and Compliance Testing
Kinematics and Compliance tests of the same 2007 BMW Mini Cooper were

conducted between the 15th of March and the 28th of March, 2007. The tests were
conducted at Michelin America’s Research and Development (MARC) facility in
Greenville, SC [12].
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CHAPTER 3
MODEL DERIVATION

3.1

Introduction
The vehicle model developed within this text is of a BMW Mini Cooper. The

BMW Mini was modeled as a five degree-of-freedom model (5 DOF). The model is
based on a linear model previously developed by Law [3] which accounts for the pitch
and heave of the sprung mass, as well as the heave DOF for the front and rear axles and
engine. The implementation of this model into Simulink permits the modeling of the
nonlinear behavior of the dampers, as well as the nonlinear TWEEL stiffness curve. The
equations of motion were derived using a Newton-Euler method.
3.2

Model Description
A 5 DOF vehicle model was created for the purpose of studying the ride comfort

and dynamic response of an automobile. The DOFs for the vehicle are as follows:
Vertical displacements of
1. Sprung Mass CG,
2. Front Axle,
3. Rear Axle,
4. Engine/Transaxle CG,

zs,
zf,
zr,
ze,

Pitch angle of
5. Sprung Body,

θs .
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A visual representation of the vehicle model is presented in Figure 3.1. Lumped
parameters are used to express the masses of the components. A description of the
vehicle model parameters, measurements, and their nominal values can be found in
Appendix B. These values were provided from Law [13] and Michelin [12]

Figure 3.1 Five Degree-of-Freedom Model
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3.3

Coordinate System
In the development of the equations of motion, the SAE vehicle coordinate

system [14] was used. This is a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system in which the
x-axis points forward and is in the longitudinal plane of symmetry, the y-axis points to
the driver’s right, and the z-axis points downward. It is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 SAE Coordinate System
3.4

Modeling of Sprung Bodies
The vehicle is modeled as a set of suspended bodies that are connected to the

ground through the tires. Each body is modeled as a lumped parameter, i.e. all of the
mass for that body, or system of bodies, acts at the center of gravity (C.G.) location.
Furthermore, each of the lumped parameter bodies are treated as being infinitely stiff,
rigid structures. The C.G. locations and corresponding masses for this vehicle in
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different vehicle loading configurations (Curb + Driver, Curb + 2 Front Passengers,
GVW, etc.) were calculated by Law [13] and are presented in Appendix B.
There are two sprung bodies that make up the model. The first sprung body is
comprised of the engine and transmission and is henceforth referred to as simply the
engine. The engine is connected to the chassis through engine mounts or bushings.
These bushings are modeled as a parallel spring and damper system. The second sprung
body is the chassis of the vehicle. Any additional passenger load or package load carried
by the vehicle is applied to this body. It is modeled as being connected to the axles
through parallel spring and damper systems.
3.5

Modeling of Suspension Components
There are two separate suspension systems that are modeled. Each system is

modeled as a spring and a damper in parallel. The first is a series of bushings that
connect the engine to the body of the vehicle. In order to be used in the model, an
equivalent single value of stiffness and damping was computed from the series of three
bushings present in the Mini. This is discussed below.
The other type of suspension system couples the vehicle body, or sprung mass, to
the road wheels and is comprised of springs and dampers. Since the inputs into the
system are assumed to be identical from one side of the car to the other, the values are
lumped together as per-axle values of stiffness and damping for both the front and the
rear. The values for the linear springs were determined by the kinematic and compliance
tests [12].
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In past research [3,4,5], the shock damping was approximated as linear, when in
reality the damper characteristic is highly nonlinear and depends on damper velocity and
stroke length. Figure 3.3 shows the difference between the linear coefficient of 3920
N/(m/s) per wheel [13] and the actual values of damping as recorded on a shock
dynamometer for a 100 mm stroke cycled at 3.16 Hz [12]. Figure 3.4 shows the
difference between the linear coefficient and the actual values of damping as recorded on
a shock dynamometer for a 19 mm stroke cycled at 2.15 Hz [12]. To simplify the
modeling, the hysteretic tendencies of the shocks were ignored.
There were two distinct roadways that would be evaluated in this work. The first
was a random roadway, which has low amplitude fluctuations and does not cause large
velocities across the shock. Figure 3.5 shows the front damping curve that was used on
this type of roadway in comparison to the linear curve and the curve used on the rear
suspension is shown in Figure 3.6 together with the linear rate of 2590 N/(m/s).
The second roadway was a discrete bump. This type of roadway will cause large
displacements and high velocities across the shock. The damping curves along with the
previously established linear damping rates that are used in simulating the traversal of
this roadway are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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Figure 3.3 Front Linear and Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
100 mm stroke, 3.16 Hz – High amplitude, High Velocity Input
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Figure 3.4 Front Linear and Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
19 mm stroke, 2.15 Hz – Low Velocity, Low Amplitude Input
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Figure 3.5 Front Linear and Non-Hysteretic Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
19 mm stroke, 2.15 Hz [12] – Used for Weathered Asphalt Traversal
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Figure 3.6 Rear Linear and Non-Hysteretic Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
19 mm stroke, 2.15 Hz [12] – Used for Weathered Asphalt Traversal
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Figure 3.7 Front Linear and Non-Hysteretic Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
100 mm stroke, 3.16 Hz [5] – Used for Bump Traversal
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Figure 3.8 Rear Linear and Non-Hysteretic Nonlinear Damper Curves (per-wheel),
100 mm stroke, 3.16 Hz [5] – Used for Weathered Asphalt Traversal
3.5.1 Equivalent Bushing Stiffness and Damping
The engine is mounted to the chassis in three places on the BMW Mini. At each
of these attachment points is a bushing. To accurately describe the stiffness of the engine
to chassis connection in the model, the vertical stiffnesses of the three bushings were
treated as being in parallel and therefore should be
keq = k1 + k2 + k3

(3.1)
where keq is the equivalent vertical stiffness of the three bushings, k1 is the stiffness of the
engine side hydromount, k2 is the vertical stiffness of the gearbox side mount, and k3 is
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the vertical component of stiffness of the lower tie bar mount. The stiffness of the
mounts was reported by BMW [15].
Due to the highly nonlinear behavior of the bushings, the equivalent stiffness of
the spring was also calculated a second way. Knowing the frequency at which the engine
mode was excited from the four-post tests, ωn, and knowing the mass of the engine, me,
the effective stiffness can be described by
k

eff

= ωn2me

(3.2)
The value that was used for the model was keff as it yielded simulation results that more
closely replicated the four-post test results.
The damping of a bushing is a more complicated matter. The damping of each of
the mounts comes mostly from internal friction at the molecular level. Measuring this
value is very difficult, and was not supplied by BMW [15]. An educated guess was used
to begin with and then the value was tuned so that the simulation results more accurately
corresponded with the four post test results.
3.6

Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for the 5 DOF vehicle ride model were derived using a

Newton-Euler approach based on Newton’s second law. The full derivation process can
be found in Appendix A. The equations of motion presented in their functional form for
nonlinear elements are:
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1. Sprung Mass Heave:

(

)

(

&&
zs = 1 [− k f zs − zT f − θ s as − FSF ( ∆z&FS ) − kr zs − zTr + θ s bs
ms
− FSR ( ∆z&RS ) + ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) + ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c ]

(

)

)

(3.3)
where FSF ( ∆z&FS ) represents the front nonlinear shock force, FSR ( ∆z&RS ) represents the
rear nonlinear shock force and
∆z&FS = z&s − z&T f − θ&s as
(3.4)
∆z&RS

= z&s − z&T f + θ&s bs
(3.5)

2. Front Axle Heave:

(

)

&&
[k f zs − zT f − θ s as + FSF ( ∆z&FS )
z = 1
m
Tf
Tf

(

)

− FTWF ( ∆z FT ) − cT f z&T f − z&R f ]
(3.6)
where FTWF ( ∆z&FT ) represents the front TWEEL force due to nonlinear stiffness and
∆z FT = zT f − z R f

(3.7)
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3. Rear Axle Heave:

(

)

&&
zT = 1
[k z − z + θ s bs + FSR ( ∆z&RS )
mT r s Tr
r
r
− FTWR ( ∆z RT ) − cTr z&Tr − z&Rr ]

(

)

(3.8)
where FTWR ( ∆z RT ) represents the rear TWEEL force due to nonlinear stiffness and

∆zRT = zTr − zRr
(3.9)
4. Engine Mass Heave:

(

)

&&
ze = 1 [− ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) − ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c ]
me

(3.10)
5. Sprung Mass Pitch

(

)

θ&&s = 1 I [k f zs − zT − θ s as as − FSF ( ∆z&FS ) as − kr ( zs − zT + θ s bs ) bs
s
f

r

(

)

− FSR ( ∆z&RS ) bs − ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) c − ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c c]
(3.11)
The linearized versions of those equations are
M &&
x + Cx& + Kx = B1 z R + B2 z&R

(3.12)
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where
x = ⎡⎣ zs

θs

ze

zTr ⎤⎦

zT f

T

(3.13)
⎡ zR f
zR = ⎢
⎢⎣ z Rr

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦
(3.14)

⎛ L⎞
z Rr = z R f ⎜ t − ⎟
⎝ V⎠

(3.15)
⎡ ms
⎢ 0
⎢
M =⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣

0
Is
0
0

0
0
me
0

0
0
0
mT f

0

0

0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
mTr ⎥⎦

0
0
0
0

(3.16)
−k f as + kr bs − ke c − ke
⎡ k f + k r + ke
⎢ −k a + k b − k c k a 2 + k b2 + k c 2 k c
f s
r s
e
e
⎢ f s r s e
− ke
ke c
ke
K =⎢
⎢
k f as
0
−k f
⎢
⎢
−kr
− kr bs
0
⎣

−k f
k f as
0
k f + kT f

0

− kr
− kr bs
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
kr + kTr ⎥⎦

(3.17)
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−c f as + cr bs − ce c − ce
⎡ c f + cr + ce
⎢ −c a + c b − c c c a 2 + c b 2 + c c 2 c c
f s
r s
e
e
⎢ f s r s e
−ce
ce c
ce
C=⎢
⎢
c f as
0
−c f
⎢
⎢
−cr
−cr bs
0
⎣

−c f
c f as
0
c f + cT f

0

−cr
−cr bs
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
cr + cTr ⎥⎦

(3.18)
⎡0
⎢0
⎢
B1 = ⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ kT f
⎢0
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
kTr ⎥⎦

0
0
0
0

(3.19)
⎡0
⎢0
⎢
B2 = ⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ cT f
⎢0
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
cTr ⎥⎦

0
0
0
0

(3.20)
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION

4.1

Introduction
MATLAB and Simulink were used to create a ride simulation model of a BMW

Mini Cooper using the vehicle model described in Chapter 3. The simulation was used to
determine the stiffness and damping parameters of the TWEEL that would yield a vehicle
that had a more comfortable ride than that of the vehicle equipped with the OE tire. The
simulations were done in the time domain. This allowed non-symmetric, non-linear
components to be modeled.

4.2

Simulink Diagram
The vehicle ride simulation was programmed using MATLAB and Simulink.

Simulink is a program that allows the user to model, simulate, and analyze dynamic
systems. Block diagrams are utilized to build the equations of motion derived in
Appendix A. The top-level block diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. In the block diagram
schematic, Figure 4.1, each of the labeled boxes, Zs, Ztf, Ztr, Ze, and Theta are the
building blocks for the equation of motion for the chassis vertical motion, the front tire
vertical motion, the rear tire vertical motion, the engine vertical motion, and the chassis
pitch motion respectively. The complete top-down Simulink assembly can be found in
Appendix C.
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In the block diagram notation,
zsdot = z&s
ztfdot = z&T f
ztrdot = z&Tr
zedot = z&e
theta = θ
thetadot = θ&
zroadf = z R f
zroadfdot = z&R f

zroadr = z Rr

zroadrdot = z&Rr
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Figure 4.1 Top-Level Simulink Diagram
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4.3

Road Inputs
Inputs to the system were needed in order to drive the simulations. These inputs

would ideally replicate the inputs the system received during the physical testing. For
these simulations the left and right tires are subjected to the same input, and as such are
lumped together as a per-axle input. Furthermore, the front and rear axles “see” the same
input, with the input to rear axle being the same as the front input, just delayed a time, Td,
which is a function of the vehicle velocity, v, and wheelbase, L,
Td = v

L

(4.1)

4.3.1 Input for Four Post Test
The four post test input was chosen to be a swept sine wave as discussed in
Section 2.3.3. Ideally, the pan accelerometer data from the test would have been
numerically integrated after being detrended to yield the exact forcing function that was
used to perform the test. However, because of the amount of noise in the signal, even
after filtering and smoothing, the numeric integration did not yield a useable input.
During the actual testing, the pan motion was that of a swept sine wave starting at
1 Hz and increasing at 0.1 Hz/sec. The peak velocity of the pans was held constant as
frequency increased. The simulated pan motion was developed to replicate the actual
motion. The displacement function, implemented in Simulink using the Chirp Signal
Block is described by
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x = Ai ⋅ sin (α ( t ) )

(4.2)

α (t ) =

ω2 − ω1 t 2
T

2

+ ω1t
(4.3)

where in the Simulink block Ai is a constant, ω2 is the ending frequency, ω1, is the
starting frequency and T is the desired time to go from ω1 to ω2. The phase angle, α ( t ) ,
is the integral of the frequency at a given time, ω ( t ) , which increases linearly with time
from ω1 to ω2,

ω (t ) =

ω2 − ω1
T

t + ω1
(4.4)

The derivative of the displacement function can then be written as
dx
⎛ ω − ω1
⎞
t + ω1 ⎟ ⋅ cos (α (t ) )
= Ai ⋅ ⎜ 2
dt
⎝ T
⎠
(4.5)
Since the cosine waveform oscillates between a maximum value and a minimum value of
one it can be ignored and the maximum velocity for constant Ai can be stated as
dx
ω − ω1
= vmax = Ai ⋅ 2
t + ω1 = Ai ⋅ ω ( t )
dt
T
(4.6)
It can be seen that the amplitude must decrease as a function of the frequency, ω ( t ) , to
keep vmax constant so
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A(t ) =

Ai
ω (t )
(4.7)

and the forcing function becomes
x = A(t ) ⋅ sin (α (t ) ) =

Ai
⋅ sin (α (t ) )
ω (t )
(4.8)

Taking the derivative of the forcing function (4.8) twice yields the acceleration of
the forcing function.
2

⎛ ω − ω1 ⎞
⎛ ω − ω1 ⎞
Ai ⎜ 2
Ai ⎜ 2
⎟
⎟
2
d x
⎝ T ⎠ cos α (t ) + 2 ⎝ T ⎠ sin α (t )
=
−
⋅
⋅
−
(
)
sin
(
)
A
t
t
ω
α
( )
( )
( )
i
ω (t ) 2
ω (t )3
dt 2
(4.9)
The maximum value will occur when the oscillating sine function is -1, at which point the
cosine function will have a value of 0. The third term in (4.9) can be ignored because the
numerator is very small and the denominator is very large, leaving
d 2x
= amax = Ai ⋅ ω (t )
dt 2 max

(4.10)
Equation (4.10) yields an acceleration with a linearly increasing maximum value, since
ω(t) increases linearly at 0.1 Hz/sec. As seen in Figure 4.2, the actual maximum pan
acceleration increased nearly linearly, but at two different rates. At t = 40 s, the slope of
the maximum acceleration line seemed to change and become slightly nonlinear. It was
therefore necessary to create a piecewise continuous function that would yield a
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maximum acceleration response with two different slopes. In order to change the slope
of the maximum acceleration, rewriting (4.8),
x=

Ai
⋅ sin (α (t ) )
ωd (t )
(4.11)

⎧ ω2 − ω1
⎪ T ⋅ t + ω1
⎪
ωd (t ) = ⎨ ω − ω
1
⋅ t + ωc
⎪ 2
T
⎪⎩
S

t ≤ 40
t > 40

(4.12)
where S is the value that changes the slope of the maximum acceleration, and ωc is the
value that solves

ω2 − ωc
T

⋅ t + ωc =

S

ω2 − ω1
T

⋅ t + ω1
(4.13)

⎡t

ωc =

S⎤

⎡

t⎤

ω2 ⎢ − ⎥ + ω1 ⎢1 − ⎥
⎣T T ⎦
⎣ T⎦
1−

t⋅S
T

(4.14)
at t = 40 s, making the input continuous.
The values of S and Ai were determined through a guess and test iterative process
and were found to be S = 1

3.25

and Ai = 0.179 m. Using these values of S and Ai

resulted in a continuous pan forcing function which had an acceleration profile similar to
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the test data as shown in Figure 4.3. For the initial 40 seconds the rate of ωd (t ) (4.12)

Figure 4.2 Four Post Test Pan Acceleration
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increased at 0.1 Hz/sec. In the time following that ωd (t ) increased 0.03 Hz/sec.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of Simulation Pan Acceleration vs. Detrended
Test Data Pan Acceleration

4.3.2 LPG Weathered Asphalt Road
A simulated random road input was required to model the weathered asphalt road
that was used during testing at LPG. When a surface profile is regarded as a random
function, it can be characterized by a power spectral density function (PSD) [6],
2
S ( Ω ) = Csp Ω − N , m

( cycle m )
(4.15)
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where Ω is the spatial wavelength in cycles/meter and Csp and N are constants. Since the
work was done in the temporal domain the PSD can be converted to a function of
frequency, f, measured in Hz, or ω, measured in rad/s, by using the velocity of the vehicle
and the relationships,

⎛ cyc ⎞
⎛ cyc ⎞ ⎛ m ⎞
f⎜
⎟ = Ω⎜
⎟ ⋅V ⎜ ⎟
⎝ sec ⎠
⎝ m ⎠ ⎝s⎠
(4.16)
or

⎛ rad ⎞
⎛ cyc ⎞ ⎛ m ⎞
⎟ = 2π ⋅ Ω ⎜
⎟ ⋅V ⎜ ⎟
⎝ s ⎠
⎝ m ⎠ ⎝s⎠

ω⎜

(4.17)
and then the PSD is expressed as

S (ω ) = ( 2π ⋅ V )

N −1

2
Csp ω N , m

( rad s )
(4.18)

To create the roadway (i.e., to determine the values of Csp and N), the unpublished
Matlab program, “road_psd.m”, originally written by D. Moline, was modified and
“road_psd_mp6.m”, was created. This Matlab program uses a Simulink program,
“road_test”, to create the road profile, and the Simulink equation of motion program,
“DOF5C.mdl”, to simulate the nonlinear five DOF Mini traversing the created road. The
program works by forming a road for a user defined value of Csp and N in the relationship
for the power spectral density (PSD) of the random vertical road profile (4.18), and then
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finding the value of ISO RMS acceleration for the vehicle as it traverses each created
road.
To create the road profile for a combination of Csp and N, the Simulink program
uses a summation of sine waves to create the desired road. The road profile generator
works by creating a linear vector of frequencies in Hz that the road should contain. The
road amplitude properties are set by multiplying each frequency by an amplitude, A, and
raising each frequency to a power, Q,

amp = A ⋅ freq Q
(4.19)
The value of A corresponds to the resulting value of Csp, and the value of Q corresponds
to the resulting value of N for the PSD of the created roadway. In creating the roadway,
sinusoidal waves are created with the sine wave generator in Simulink with an output of
O ( t ) = AMP ⋅ sin ( FREQ ⋅ t + phase )

(4.20)
where AMP is the amplitude defined in (4.19) divided by the frequency vector,

AMP=amp./freq/2/pi
(4.21)

FREQ is the frequency vector converted to rad/s, and phase is a pseudo-random vector of
phases with the same length as the freq vector, drawn from a normal distribution with
mean zero and standard deviation one.
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The simulation creates a vector of sine waves corresponding to the length of the
frequency vector. At each timestep the current values of the sine waves in the vector are
added together yielding the random road profile.
In order to define which combination of Csp and N produced a roadway that was
most similar to the weathered asphalt at LPG, the program creates roadways for a series
of values of Csp and N, and then simulates the vehicle traversing each roadway. Each
roadway is created by guessing initial values of Q and A. A roadway is then produced
using the Simulink program as described above and the PSD of the resulting roadway is
calculated. A power curve is fit to the PSD data, and the slope of the line in the
logarithmic domain (the power the function is raised to) is compared to the desired value
of N. A desired PSD compared to the PSD of a created road and its curve fit are shown
in Figure 4.4. The value of Q (4.19) is then adjusted based on the results until the slope is
within 1 percent of the desired value of N.
Once the value of Q has been set the area under the desired PSD is compared to
the area under the line fit to the PSD of the roadway. The value of A (4.19) is then
adjusted until the difference in areas is within 0.1 percent. The process of creating a road
profile is shown in the flow diagram in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4 Desired PSD and Created Road PSD (60 mph)
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Figure 4.5 Process for Creating A Road Profile
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After a road profile is created for each value of Csp and N, the simulation is run
using the tuned parameters (as will be discussed in Chapter 5), and the resulting value of
ISO RMS acceleration is calculated and stored. This was done at both 30 and 60 mph.
The percentage difference of the simulation ISO RMS acceleration values as compared to
the test data values (0.1638 m/s2 at 30 mph, 0.206 m/s2 at 60 mph) was also computed for
each run. The resulting three dimensional plot of the combined ISO RMS acceleration
versus Csp and N for the 60 mph runs is shown in Figure 4.6. The plots showing the
percentage differences for the 30 and 60 mph data are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
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Figure 4.6 60 mph ISO RMS Acceleration vs. Csp and N
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-8

x 10

From the results, it was found that a roadway with Csp = 3.0 e-8 and N=2.2 gave
results that best matched the 30 mph test data, and that a roadway with Csp = 2.0 e-8 and
N = 2.4 gave results that best matched the 60 mph test data as listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Resulting Road Parameters for 30 and 60 mph Simulations
Csp

N

30 mph
3 e-8 2.2
Simulation
60 mph
2 e-8 2.4
Simulation

Desired RMS Acceleration Resulting RMS Acceleration
(m/s2)
(m/s2)
0.1638

0.16451

0.206

0.20472

The roadway that was chosen to drive the simulations has Csp = 2.5 e-8 and N =
2.3. It is shown below in Figure 4.9. This roadway yielded results that were the best
compromise between the 30 and 60 mph test results as will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.9 Created Road Profile (60 mph)
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From Figure 4.9 it can be seen that the magnitudes of the maximum and minimum
road displacement are less than 7 mm (0.28 in), which makes sense in the context of a
nominally smooth road without any elevation change. The created road profile was saved
as a Matlab data file, “roadinput.mat”. This was done so that the road would be identical
for every simulation that was run.
4.3.3 Cosine Bump
The discrete cosine bump is designed to drive the damping velocity well into the
non-linear region of the damping curves, allowing the exploration of the differences
between vehicle response using a linear and nonlinear shock model. It also has the added
benefit of allowing the differences between a linear and nonlinear TWEEL force
deflection curve to be further examined.
The profile of the bump and dip used was equivalent to one cycle of a rectified
cosine curve. The desired height of the bump, hb, was set so that the wheel just barely
remained in contact with the ground. To change from a bump to a dip, the sign of Zbump,
the amplitude of the obstacle in meters at a particular point in time, is changed,
Zbump ( x ) =

hb
h
2π
cos(
⋅ x)- b
2
2
λ
(4.22)

where x is the distance traveled and λ is the desired wavelength. For a constant travel
velocity

λ = v ⋅ ∆t
(4.23)
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where λ is one wavelength and ∆t is the time per cycle,

(

∆t sec

cycle

)= f

n

(

1
cycle

sec

)
(4.24)

and then for a given v,

λ=

v
fn
(4.25)

The frequency is chosen to be that which excites a natural frequency of the system since
this should yield the highest accelerations. The program
“NFBumpRoadDOF5shock1A.m” was written to find the natural frequencies of the
vehicle when equipped with TWEELS and OE tires for the Curb + Driver load case. The
program also creates the discrete roadway elements, with the amplitudes of the bump
depending on the required (i.e., “frequency” at the specified speed) wavelength of the
bump.
The bump heights were chosen to be somewhat less than that which would cause
the wheels to lose contact with the road. This was done in choosing bump geometry that
would excite both the body modes (1-2 Hz) and the wheel hop modes (7-9 Hz). The
heights of the bumps that allowed excitation of the shocks into the nonlinear range, but
did not separate the wheel from the road were found to be 0.3 in (0.762 cm) for the high
frequency bumps and 4 in (10.16 cm) for the low frequency bumps.
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Table 4.2 High Frequency (9.9 Hz) Discrete Object Characteristics
Speed, mph (kph) Wavelength, m Road Amplitude, in (cm)
30 (48.3)
1.35
0.3 (0.762)
60 (96.5)
2.70
0.3 (0.762)
Table 4.3 Low Frequency (1.7 Hz) Discrete Object Characteristics
Speed, mph (kph) Wavelength, m Road Amplitude, in (cm)
30 (48.3)
7.96
4 (10.16)
60 (96.5)
15.91
4 (10.16)
The same road amplitude was used regardless of whether the discrete element was
chosen to be a bump or a dip in the roadway. Figure 4.10 shows the roadways used for
traversing a high frequency dip, and Figure 4.11 shows the roadways used for a low
frequency bump in the road.
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Figure 4.10 9.9 Hz Discrete Dips at 30 and 60 mph
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Figure 4.11 1.7 Hz Discrete Bumps at 30 and 60 mph
4.4

Modeling Nonlinear Components
The purpose of using nonlinear components is to create a model that more

accurately describes the behavior of the vehicle. The nonlinear components were
implemented in Simulink utilizing two different methods. The first method is a onedimensional Lookup Table. The block that describes a lookup table in Simulink is shown
in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 Simulink 1-D Lookup Table Block
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The Lookup Table block is used when a single equation cannot define the
input/output relationship, and computes an approximation to some function y = f(x) given
data vectors x and y. The length of vectors x and y must be identical, and the input
vector x must be strictly monotonically increasing.
The second method is used when the nonlinear input/output relationship can be
defined by a continuous function. In this case the function (Fcn) block is used as shown
in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 Simulink Function Block
The function block applies the specified mathematical expression to its input. The
expressions can be made up of arithmetic operators, mathematical functions (e.g. abs,
cos, sin, etc) and the input to the block, u. If u is a vector, u(i) represents the ith element
of the vector; u(1) or u alone represents the first element.
4.4.1 Modeling Nonlinear Shock Curves
In order to utilize the Lookup Table block in Simulink to model a shock curve, an
input velocity array and an output damping force array were constructed. The input
velocity array corresponds to the input velocity of the shock dynamometer tests
previously presented in Chapter 3. The data for the shock curves was segmented into
sections, and lines were fit to each section of data. These curves were then augmented so
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that at zero velocity there was zero damping force, and so that the “function” would be
continuous. The equations that describe the front shocks are
−498 ⋅ V + 359
⎧
⎪
5
Ff = ⎨8876 ⋅ V + 110931 ⋅ V 414449 ⋅ V 3 − 10290 ⋅ V 2 − 4031⋅ V
⎪
−469 ⋅ V − 801
⎩

−1 ≤ V ≤ −0.25
−0.25 < V ≤ 0.2
0.2 < V ≤ 1.0

(4.26)
for the large velocity, large displacement simulations and
⎧ −2999.4 ⋅ V − 11.36
⎪
Ff = ⎨−32159 ⋅ V 2 − 3349.2 ⋅ V
⎪ −8926.7 ⋅ V + 198.435
⎩

−0.12 ≤ V ≤ −0.025
−0.024 < V ≤ 0.049
0.05 < V ≤ 0.12

(4.27)
for the small velocity, small displacement simulations. The equations that describe the
rear shocks are

−392 ⋅ V + 273
⎧
⎪
−650 ⋅ V + 170.1
⎪
Fr = ⎨
4
3
2
⎪208662 ⋅V + 39380 ⋅V − 26550 ⋅ V − 5178 ⋅ V
⎪⎩
−1237 ⋅ V − 1340

−1 ≤ V ≤ −0.4
−0.4 < V ≤ −0.1
−0.1 < V ≤ 0.22
0.22 < V ≤ 1.0
(4.28)

for the large velocity, large displacement simulations and

Fr = {−166774 ⋅ V 3 − 41130 ⋅ V 2 − 3750 ⋅ V

−0.12 < V ≤ 0.12
(4.29)

for the small velocity, small displacement simulations where the output forces, Ff and Fr,
are in Newtons and the input velocities, V, are in (m/s). Comparisons of the shock
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dynamometer test data and the curves that were used to implement the shocks are shown
for the front in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 and the rear in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
The arrays were constructed in Matlab m-files, “shockdata.m” for the high
velocity curves and “shockdata1C.m” for the low velocity curves, which also augment
the matrices by multiplying the force values by 2 to account for the fact that the force is a
per axle force, not a per wheel force, and rearranges the array data to be congruent with
the coordinate system of the model.
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Figure 4.14 Front Dynamometer and Implemented Shock Curves (Per-Wheel),
100 mm stroke, 3.16 Hz
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Figure 4.15 Front Dynamometer and Implemented Shock Curves (Per-Wheel),
19 mm stroke, 2.15 Hz
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Rear Shock
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Figure 4.16 Rear Dynamometer and Implemented Shock Curves (Per-Wheel),
100 mm stroke, 3.16 Hz
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Figure 4.17 Rear Dynamometer and Implemented Shock Curves (Per-Wheel),
19 mm stroke, 2.15 Hz
4.4.2 Modeling Nonlinear Tweel Stiffness
The nonlinear TWEEL force/ deflection law is described by
F = CδN
(4.30)
where the force, F, is expressed in kg, and C (units of kg/mmN) and N (dimensionless)
are constants chosen based on the largest static deflection, δ, (units of mm) anticipated
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and allowed under GVW loading of the front wheels. This was implemented in Simulink
using a function block. The actual implementation is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18 Simulink TWEEL Force/Deflection Law Implementation
There are two function blocks because the Matlab program only computes the
dynamic properties of the system, and only utilizes the dynamic inputs. The
force/deflection law however needs the total (static + dynamic) deflection of the system.
The block labeled “Fcn” in Figure 4.18 computes the total TWEEL force, where the input
is the static deflection (delstatf) plus the dynamic deflection in meters. The input ,u, is
converted to millimeters as shown in the function block, and then multiplied by the
gravitational constant, g, to return a force in Newtons rather than kg. The lower function
block, “Fcn1”, computes the static TWEEL force, where the input is the static deflection
(delstatf). The dynamic TWEEL Force is found by subtracting the static TWEEL force
(Fcn1) from the total TWEEL Force (Fcn).
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The value for C is dependent on the maximum desired static deflection, δmax, the
maximum load carried at that deflection, Fmax, and a chosen value of N. Revisiting (4.30)
and rearranging,
C = Fmaxδmax-N
(4.31)
log (C) = -N log(δmax) + log(Fmax)
(4.32)
C=10log(C)
(4.33)
and the static deflection at a given vehicle configuration is computed by,
log(δ stat ) =

log( F ) − log(C )
N
(4.34)

δstat = 10log(δstat)
(4.35)
An example of TWEEL force/deflection curves for various values of N and δmax = 20 mm
are shown in Figure 4.19. The force that is associated with this maximum deflection is
the Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) loading on the front axle of the vehicle. This load of
438 kg is the heaviest single wheel load that the vehicle will see in any static condition.
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Figure 4.19 TWEEL Force vs. deflection Curve for Different Values of N (per-wheel)
4.5

Calculation of Power Spectral Densities and Root Mean Squares
The methods for calculating the PSD and RMS of a signal following simulation

are the same methods used to post-process the test data discussed in Section 2.2.1
4.6

Calculation of Accelerations
The accelerations measured during the various tests were at locations other than

the center of gravity of the vehicle chassis. It was therefore necessary to be able to define
the acceleration of a point that lay a distance e forward of the cg, and h above the cg as

a% p = a%cg + α% × r% + ω% × (ω% × r% )
(4.36)
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r% = [ e o − h ]

(4.37)
where a%cg is the acceleration of the vehicle chassis, α% is the angular acceleration of the
vehicle chassis,

4.7

dθ
d 2θ
, and ω% is the angular velocity of the vehicle chassis,
.
2
dt
dt

Calculation of RMS Tire-to-Road Force
While the main goal of this project is to improve the ride comfort of the vehicle, a

second interest is the handling ability of the vehicle. Therefore the variation in tire
normal force is of interest.
The dynamic vertical force present at the contact patch is the summation of two
forces, the damping force, and the spring force as shown by Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The
damping force in the front tire, FT f (1) , is a function of the “road velocity” under the front
tire, z&R f , the front wheel velocity, z&T f , and the front wheel damping constant, c f ,

(

FT f (1) = cT f z&T f − z&R f

)
(4.38)

z&R f

dz R f dx dz R f
=
⋅ =
⋅V
dx dt
dx
(4.39)

The spring force in the front tire, FT f (2) , is computed in two separate ways. For the
simulations that use a constant, linear, value for wheel stiffness the front force is a
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function of the front spring constant, k f , and the relative positions of the tire and the
road, zT f and z R f respectively.

(

FT f ( 2 ) = kT f zT f − zR f

)
(4.40)

For the simulations that use the nonlinear force/deflection law, Equation (4.30), the force
is

(

FT f (2) = C δ stat + zT f − z R f

)

N

⋅ g − C (δ stat ) ⋅ g
N

(4.41)
The total dynamic force between the tire and the road is then expressed as
FT f = FT f (1) + FT f (2)

(4.42)

Figure 4.20 Schematic Diagram of Front Tire Model
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Figure 4.21 Free Body Diagram of Front Tire-Road Interface
4.8

Calculation of System Natural Frequencies
It is necessary to make approximations of a nonlinear system to find the

eigenvalues for the system. This is accomplished in Matlab using the linmod command.
Linmod.m obtains linear models from systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
It returns the state-space linear model of the system of ordinary differential equations
described in the block diagram 'SYS' when the state variables and inputs are set to the
defaults specified in the block diagram.
Once the state-space model of the system is obtained the Matlab command eig.m
is used to find the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors to those eigenvalues.
The eigenvalues will be in complex conjugate pairs, or may have real roots. For the
eigenvalue with a complex conjugate pair of the form a ± bi , the natural frequency is
calculated by,

ωn = a 2 + b 2
(4.43)
and the damping ratio is the ratio of the real part, a, over the calculated natural frequency.
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ζ =

−a

ωn
(4.44)

The eigenvector provides the natural mode shape of the system by presenting the
magnitudes and phases of the different degrees of freedom. The eigenvector is
normalized using the largest magnitude in order to determine which motion dominates at
that frequency.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

5.1

Introduction
Vehicle testing was performed in order to provide baseline comparisons for the

model to be created. The vehicle model was constructed as discussed in Chapters 3 and
4, and was verified by comparing the simulation results to the test results. Once the
model was completed several different Matlab programs were wrapped around the
Simulink model to obtain the desired outputs. Other Matlab programs were written to
post-process the collected test data. Listings of all user-created Matlab programs that
were utilized in this project can be found in Appendix D.
5.2

Model Verification
Using the process described in Chapter 2 to post-process the four-post test data

yielded the frequency response diagrams found below in Figures 5.1- 5.6. Table 5.1 lists
the different outputs that were analyzed and displays the layout of each of the frequency
response diagrams that are presented in the figures below. For each of the frequency
response diagrams the top boxes represent the magnitudes of the response, the bottom
boxes represent the corresponding phase lags, the boxes on the left are the response with
respect to the front pan input and the boxes on the right are the response with respect to
the rear pan input.
One of the biggest concerns was matching the engine response as it appeared very
close in frequency to the wheel hop modes.
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Table 5.1 Output Location and Corresponding Figure Layout
Outputs
Front wheel centers
Rear wheel centers
Front shock towers
Rear wheel housing
Engine
Seat Rails

Transfer Functions (Output / Input)
Front Wheel / Front Pan
Front Wheel / Rear Pan
Rear Wheel/ Front Pan
Rear Wheel/ Rear Pan
Front Shock/ Front Pan
Front Shock/ Rear Pan
Rear Wheel housing/ Front Pan Rear Wheel Housing/ Rear Pan
Engine/ Front Pan
Engine/ Rear Pan
Seat Rail / Front Pan
Seat Rail / Rear Pan
Bode Diagram

Fwheel/Fpan

1.6

Fwheel/Rpan

1.4

Fwheel/Rpan

1.2
1
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Figure 5.1 Four Post Test - Front Wheel Response
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Figure 5.2 Four Post Test - Rear Wheel Response
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Figure 5.3 Four Post Test - Front Shock Tower Response
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Figure 5.6 Four Post Test - Seat Rail Responses
The test data collected during traversal of the weathered asphalt road at LPG and
post-processed as discussed in Chapter 2 was also used to verify the model and help set
model parameters. The combined average run profiles for the Curb + Driver loading
condition at 30 and 60 mph are presented below in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 for the seat rail
mounted accelerometer. Although measurements were taken at both the seat rail and the
tachometer, only the seat rail combined run results are shown. This is due to the fact that
there are many additional DOFs that exist in the steering column that are not accounted
for in the simulation. The tachometer runs can be found in [11] along with the individual
run RMS vertical acceleration data.
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Figure 5.7 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
30 mph Curb + Driver (Combined Run)
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Figure 5.8 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
60 mph Curb + Driver (Combined Run)
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5.2.1 Tuning Model Parameters Introduction
To make the simulation as accurate as possible, it is necessary to tune certain
parameters. This becomes necessary for several reasons. In this model for example, the
engine mass, stiffness, and damping are tuned due to both a lack of information, and
having incorrect data. Another parameter that needed an adjustment was the rear shock
curve due to the fact that although we have very detailed data on the shocks themselves,
we do not have mounting stiffness or stiction modeled and this can have a severe effect
on response. Table 5.2 provides the parameters that are being tuned as originally
reported. The parameters to be tuned are discussed below.
Table 5.2 Engine Parameters to be Tuned
Engine Mass
Equivalent Engine Mount Stiffness
Equivalent Engine Mount Damping
Small Displacement Rear Damping Curve

As Reported
200 kg
0.5 e6 N/m
0
Figure 3.6

5.2.1.1 Tuning Engine Mass
The first parameter that was tuned was the engine mass. Even though BMW
provided engine and transmission properties for this project [15], the data provided was
for a manual transmission and the Mini that was tested was equipped with an automatic
transmission. Using the data provided by BMW for the engine resulted in the response
shown in Figure 5.9. Comparing Figure 5.9 to the 30 mph test results in Figure 5.7, and
knowing from Figure 5.5 that our engine response should be in the 14 Hz region it can be
seen that the engine mass provided yields a response closer to 12 Hz. By adjusting the
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engine mass, the response of the simulation in the engine mode frequency range was
more closely matched to the test data as seen in Figure 5.10. The engine mass that
yielded this result was found to be 273 kg as compared with 200 kg for the engine and
manual transmission ( a 27% change).
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Figure 5.9 30 mph Curb + Driver Response - No Engine Mass Tuning
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Figure 5.10 30 mph Curb + Driver Response - Tuned Engine Mass
5.2.1.2 Tuning Engine Damping
The engine damping coefficient was tuned by running the four post simulation.
The engine damping coefficient was initially set to zero, the engine mass to 273 kg and
the engine stiffness to 1.2 e6 N/m. The frequency response plot for the resulting Engine /
Front Pan transfer function is shown in Figure 5.11. The damping coefficient was then
increased until the magnitude of the response was equal to the test response as seen in
Figure 5.5. This yielded an engine damping coefficient of ce = 360.2 N/(m/s) and the
resulting frequency response diagram from simulation is shown in Figure 5.12.
Comparing Figure 5.12 with Figure 5.5 shows good correlation between the test data and
the simulation response.
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Figure 5.11 Simulated Engine Response with Zero Engine Damping
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Figure 5.12 Simulated Engine Response with Tuned Value of Engine Damping
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5.2.1.3 Tuning Shock Parameters
The last section of the frequency response where the simulation differed from test
data was in the 6 Hz range. The simulation response with tuned values of engine mass
and damping is shown in Figure 5.13. It was found that the rear shock damping value
had a large effect on this response. As mentioned before, the shock data is very accurate
and was obtained for a discrete set of stroke and frequency values using the shock
dynamometer. However, the mounting stiffness and stiction in the shock can affect
vehicle response. To account for the parameters not modeled a “fudge factor” was
applied to the rear shock damping as shown in the Simulink diagrams in Appendix C. A
factor of 0.5*(shock dynamometer value) was found to yield a response that most closely
matched the test data as shown in Figure 5.14 without adversely affecting the response in
any other frequency range.
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Figure 5.13 30 mph Curb + Driver Response Tuned Engine Mass and Damping Parameters
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Figure 5.14 30 mph Curb + Driver Response Tuned Engine Mass, Engine Damping, and Shock Parameters
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The final tuned parameter values as compared to the original values are shown
below in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Tuned Parameter Values
Engine Mass

As Reported
200 kg

Equivalent Engine Mount Stiffness

0.5 e6 N/m

Equivalent Engine Mount Damping

NA

Tuned
273 kg
1.2 e6 N/m
(Chapter 3)
359 N/(m/s)

5.2.2 Road Test Data vs. Simulation Data
The program run in Chapter 4 to find the values of Csp used in computing S(Ω) in
units of (m2/cycle/m) and N (dimensionless) that yielded an overall ISO acceleration
equal to that of the test data yielded two different roadways for the 30 and 60 mph tests.
The baseline simulation responses using the roadway which has Csp = 3.0 e-8 and N=2.2
(best fit to 30 mph data) are shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The baseline simulation
responses using the roadway which has Csp = 2.0 e-8 and N = 2.4 (best fit to 60 mph data)
are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18.
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Figure 5.15 Csp=3 e-8, N=2.2 30 mph Curb + Driver Simulation
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Figure 5.16 Csp=3e-8, N=2.2 60 mph Curb + Driver Simulation
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Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration
30 mph Run: Non-Linear Simulation
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Figure 5.17 Csp=2e-8, N=2.4 30 mph Curb + Driver Simulation
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Figure 5.18 Csp=2e-8, N=2.4 roadway 60 mph Curb + Driver Simulation
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It can be seen that while the runs that correlate to the speed the roadway was
designed with (Figures 5.15 and 5.18) match up very closely to the test response data
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8) the runs at the other speed (Figures 5.16 and 5.17) do not match up
well in terms of amplitude response. The decision was made to find a roadway that had
properties similar to the roadways that best matched the 30 and 60 mph test data and
yielded a compromise in the response between the two. The road that was settled on, and
is used in the rest of this paper had Csp = 2.5 e-8 and N = 2.3.
The baseline simulations of the BMW Mini equipped with OE tires using the
aforementioned road are shown below in Figures 5.19– 5.22 for both the linear and
nonlinear shock models. These simulations were made at the Curb + Driver vehicle
configuration at both 30 and 60 mph.

While none of the simulation runs match the test

data exactly, the general trends of each of the nonlinear simulations correspond well to
the combined run test data. Furthermore, there is a good correlation between the linear,
nonlinear and Matlab driven linear simulations presented in [3].
The upper range of the frequency response does not match up for any of the cases.
This is due to the fact that many of the parts of the vehicle that get excited at higher
frequencies are not specifically modeled. Examples include the hood, the exhaust
system, the wheel housings, etc. This was done to keep the model simple and because
vibration has a strong effect on ride comfort between 4 and 8 Hz. The frequencies above
and below this range have a lesser effect on the ride comfort as shown by the 2.5 hr and 8
hr comfort curves in the figures below, and the weightings in Table 2.3.
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Figure 5.19 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
30 mph Curb + Driver (Nonlinear Simulation)
Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration
60 mph Run: Non-Linear Simulation
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Figure 5.20 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
60 mph Curb + Driver (Nonlinear Simulation)
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Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration
30 mph Run: Linear Simulation
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Figure 5.21 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
30 mph Curb + Driver (Linear Simulation)
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Figure 5.22 RMS Vertical Acceleration, Seat Rail,
60 mph Curb + Driver (Linear Simulation)
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5.3

Investigation of Various TWEELs
To maximize ride comfort, it was necessary to find the values of TWEEL stiffness

and damping that would yield the smallest value of ISO RMS weighted acceleration,
while still keeping within the design parameters set forth by Michelin. It was found
[3,16] that the softer the value of TWEEL stiffness, the lower the resulting RMS ISO
acceleration. It was also determined that using the softest of acceptable TWEEL values
led to a ride that was much less comfortable in the low frequency range (less than 5 Hz)
even though the overall ride was more comfortable. Therefore the data presented in this
thesis will only deal with slightly stiffer TWEELS using simulations that include
nonlinear shocks and TWEELs.
The determination of overall ride comfort was evaluated using two different types
of road inputs. The first is a weathered asphalt road, and the second is a discrete bump or
dip. A single cycle of an appropriately modified sine wave was chosen to represent a
discrete bump or dip. Very short wavelength (as compared to the length of the contact
patch) bumps (or cleats) were not simulated as the single point contact tire model would
be inappropriate in this situation.
Another metric that can be used to evaluate two different vehicle setups is the tireto-road force, otherwise known as the grip disturbance. The greater the vertical force, the
greater the grip and the resulting lateral and longitudinal forces that the tire can create.
However, if the force is oscillatory, there are also unloading events where the vertical
force is less than the static load and the grip is reduced with concomitant reductions in
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lateral and longitudinal force capability. Consequently, it is not desirable to have large
dynamic oscillations.
5.3.1 Nonlinear Shock and TWEEL Simulation with decreased δmax
Due to TWEEL construction limitations based on meeting other development
requirements, Michelin asked that simulations be run for δmax values between 10 and 15
mm where the force vs. deflection law for the TWEEL is F=CδN. The following sets of
data are the result of simulations of a BMW Mini Cooper at Curb + Driver vehicle
loading traversing the weathered asphalt road at LPG at 60 mph. The Matlab program
“Road5DOFshock1F.m” was used and the model simulated the nonlinear shocks and the
nonlinear force vs. deflection characteristics of the TWEELs (F=CδN).
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Figure 5.23 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.5, δmax = 15 mm
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Figure 5.24 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.5, δmax = 10 mm
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Figure 5.25 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.6, δmax = 15 mm
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Figure 5.26 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.6, δmax = 10 mm
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Figure 5.27 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.7, δmax = 15
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Figure 5.28 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.7, δmax = 10
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Figure 5.29 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.8, δmax = 15
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Figure 5.30 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt - 60 mph, Curb + Driver, N=0.8, δmax = 10
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Examination of the results for the δmax = 10 mm TWEELS (Figures 5.24, 5.26,
5.28, 5.30, 5.31) and the δmax = 15 mm, N = 0.8 TWEEL (Figures 5.29 and 5.31)
indicates that the ride response for these cases is significantly inferior to the Mini with
OE tires. Consequently, only the δmax = 15 mm, N = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 cases will be discussed
further.
5.3.1.1 N=0.5, δmax = 15 mm TWEEL
The acceleration of the TWEEL-equipped car is greater than that with the OE
tires until ~6.5 Hz (Figure 5.23). Figure 5.31 shows that the overall ISO acceleration for
the TWEEL car is lower by 0.019 m/s2. This TWEEL configuration results in a lower
front AND rear RMS tire-to-road force relative to the OE tire as shown in Figure 5.32.
5.3.1.2 N=0.6 TWEEL, δmax = 15 mm
The acceleration of the TWEEL car is slightly greater than that with the OE tires
until ~7 Hz as shown in Figure 5.25. The overall ISO acceleration for the TWEEL is
lower by 0.016 m/s2 (Figure 5.31). Both the front and rear tire-to-road forces are lower
than the car with OE tires, but slightly exceed the tire-to-road forces that result when the
vehicle is equipped with N=0.5, δmax = 15 mm TWEELs as shown in Figure 5.32.
5.3.1.3 N=0.7 TWEEL, δmax = 15 mm
The acceleration of the TWEEL equipped car is roughly equivalent or slightly
higher than that of the car with OE tires until ~7 Hz. As shown in Figure 5.27, it then
becomes slightly lower or roughly equivalent to the car with OE tires at frequencies
greater than ~7 Hz. The overall ISO acceleration for the TWEEL car is lower by 0.009
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m/s2 as shown in Figure 5.31. The front tire-to-road force is lower than the car with OE
tires, but the rear slightly exceeds that of the car with the OE tires as shown in Figure
5.32.
5.3.2 Comparison of N = 0.6, δmax = 15 mm and 20 mm TWEELS
The following data is presented to show what effect reducing the maximum static
deflection, δmax, from 20 mm to 15 mm has on the ride comfort and road holding ability
of an N = 0.6 TWEEL. Of the TWEELS with δmax = 15 mm, the N = 0.6 TWEEL was
selected over the N = 0.5 TWEEL even though the N = 0.5 outperforms the N= 0.6
TWEEL in terms of overall ride comfort and tire-to-road force because it is markedly
better in the low frequency range (< 6 Hz). The N = 0.6, δmax = 20 mm TWEEL was the
best overall performing TWEEL as discussed in [17,18].
Tests were run at both 30 and 60 mph, for both Curb + Driver and Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW) vehicle configurations. The Matlab programs “Road5DOFshock1G.m”
and “NFBump5DOFShock1E.m” were used to perform the simulations using a Simulink
model that incorporates the non-linear behavior of the shocks, as well as the nonlinear
force/deflection law, F=CδN, of the TWEELS. The program “Road5DOFshock1G.m”
compares the two TWEEL equipped vehicles to the OE tire equipped vehicle as it
traverses a random road. The program “NFBump5DOFShock1E.m” is used to evaluate
the response of the vehicle as it traverses discrete bumps.
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5.3.2.1 Investigation of Comfort for TWEELs on a Randomly Rough Road
Comparing the results for the weathered asphalt traversal in Figures 5.33 - 5.36
below, there is a consistent trend for all of the results. In both configurations (Curb +
Driver & GVW) both values of δmax yield levels of ride comfort that are less comfortable
in the low frequency ranges (less than 7 Hz at 60 mph, less than 3 Hz at 30 mph) than the
OE tire. Over those frequency ranges the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL is less comfortable than
δmax = 15 mm TWEEL.
For the higher frequency ranges the δmax=20 mm TWEEL always yields a more
comfortable ride than both the OE tire and the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL. The δmax = 15 mm
TWEEL is more comfortable than the OE tire at 60 mph when the vehicle is at GVW.
However, when at Curb + Driver and at 30 mph at GVW the TWEEL with δmax = 15 mm
will yield a ride that is only on par with the OE tire at different frequencies
The effect on overall ride comfort is shown in Figure 5.37, below. The results of
traversing the weathered asphalt road (Figure 5.37) show that the overall comfort of both
TWEELs is better than the OE tire, but that the δmax = 20 mm case is far better than δmax =
15 mm case.
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Figure 5.33 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt – 30 mph, Curb + Driver
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Figure 5.34 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt – 60 mph, Curb + Driver
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Figure 5.35 RMS Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass,
LPG Weathered Asphalt – 30 mph, GVW
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Figure 5.37 ISO RMS Acceleration, LPG Weathered Asphalt
5.3.2.2 Investigation of Comfort for TWEELs on a Discrete Bump
The parameters for the discrete bumps were set forth in Chapter 4. The
characteristics of those bumps are shown below in

Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Discrete Bump Properties
Speed,
Wavelength, Resulting Frequency Input, Road Amplitude,
mph (kph)
m
Hz
in (cm)
30 (48.3)
1.35
9.9
0.3 (0.762)
60 (96.5)
2.7
9.9
0.3 (0.762)
30 (48.3)
7.96
1.7
4 (10.16)
60 (96.5)
15.91
1.7
4 (10.16)
When traversing a long wavelength (equivalent to1.7 Hz frequency) bump at 60
mph (Figures 5.38 and 5.39), both the δmax = 15 and 20 mm TWEELS are slightly less
comfortable than the OE tires, with the δmax =15 mm TWEEL having a lower absolute
maximum acceleration than the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL (and therefore a more comfortable
ride) as shown in Figure 5.42. This is in line with the responses on weathered asphalt
seen in Figures 5.33 - 5.36.
When traversing the short wavelength (9.9 Hz) bump at 60 mph (Figures 5.40 and
5.41) the findings, shown in Figure 5.42, depart slightly from the expected response on
weathered asphalt. At Curb + Driver, the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL yields a more
comfortable ride (lower absolute acceleration) than both the OE Tire and the δmax = 15
mm TWEEL, but the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL does not have a lower acceleration than the
OE tire as expected. At GVW the results fall back into step with the results from the
weathered asphalt tests with both the δmax = 15 and 20 mm TWEELS yielding a more
comfortable ride than OE tire, and the δmax = 20 mm TWEELS yielding the best overall
ride. The response of the vehicle under Curb + Driver loading when traversing the short
wavelength bump is most likely due to the nonlinear TWEEL force / deflection curve
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being used. The 30 mph bump simulations yielded the same trends as the 60 mph
simulations and so are not presented herein.
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5.3.2.3 Investigation of Tire-to-Road Force for TWEELs on a Randomly Rough Road
It can be seen in Figures 5.43 and 5.44 below, that the TWEEL with δmax = 20
mm once again provides the best results, and is much better (lower RMS force equates to
better grip) than both the OE tire and the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL when traversing a
weathered asphalt road.
The δmax = 15 mm TWEEL results in more available grip than the OE tire for the
30 and 60 mph runs for the front tires. For the rear tires, the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL is
only roughly equivalent to the OE tire during 30 mph runs and the 60 mph Curb + Driver
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Figure 5.43 Front Tire-to-Road Force, Weathered Asphalt
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5.3.2.4 Investigation of Tire-to-Road Force for TWEELs on a Discrete Bump
Samples of the plots of the front and rear tire-to-road forces (static + dynamic) as
the car traversed the long wavelength bump are shown below in Figures 5.45 and 5.46.
To consolidate the space taken to show the tire-to-road force resulting from traversing a
single cycle of a sinusoidal bump, only the total differences (maximum force – minimum
force) are shown in Figures 5.47 and 5.48 for the different load cases, speeds, and bump
inputs for the front and rear tires respectively. While the fluctuations can be quite large,
Figures 5.45 and 5.46 illustrate that the wheels did not lose contact with the ground
during traversal of the bump.
Front Tires
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In Figure 5.47 the front tire-to-road fluctuation is shown and there is a similar
trend for both the 30 and 60 mph short wavelength (9.9 Hz) input responses. Both the
δmax = 15 and 20 mm TWEELS provide a much lower fluctuation in tire-to-road force
than the OE tire, with the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL providing the lowest force fluctuation
by a large margin.
The low speed (30 mph) long wavelength (1.7 Hz) response shows just the
opposite, with both TWEELS exceeding the OE tire force fluctuation, and this time the
δmax = 20 mm TWEEL yields the highest value of fluctuation.
During high speed traversals (60 mph) of the long wavelength (1.7 Hz) bump both
of the TWEELs once again exceed the OE tire fluctuation force, but the δmax = 20 mm
TWEEL yields a slightly lower tire fluctuation force than the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL.
The magnitude by which the force fluctuation for the TWEELs exceed the OE tire for the
long wavelength input response are minimal, especially when compared with the
response when traversing short wavelength bumps.
Rear Tires
The rear force fluctuation is shown in 5.48 and shows the same trend as the front
response for the low speed (30 mph) long wavelength (1.7 Hz) traversals, and the GVW
traversal of the short wavelength (9.9 Hz) bump at both 30 and 60 mph.
The Curb + Driver traversals over a short wavelength (9.9 Hz) bump show a trend
of the δmax = 15 mm TWEEL yielding a higher fluctuation in force than the OE Tire, and
the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL yielding a lower fluctuation.
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The GVW traversal over the long wavelength (1.7 Hz) bump at 60 mph results in
the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL having a higher fluctuation in force than the OE tire and the
δmax = 15 mm TWEEL having a marginally lower fluctuation in force than the OE tire.
The Curb + Driver traversal over the long wavelength (1.7 Hz) bump at 60 mph
results in both TWEELs yielding a higher fluctuation force than the OE tire. Under these
conditions the δmax = 20 mm TWEEL has a fluctuation force that is only marginally
larger than that of the OE tire, while the δmax = 15 mm has a much greater force
fluctuation in comparison.
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Figure 5.45 Front (per-axle) Tire-to-Road Force, 1.7 Hz Bump - 60 mph, GVW
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Summary
The goal of this project was to create a simulation that would model the ride of a

2007 BMW Mini Cooper for the purpose of aiding Michelin in designing its nonpneumatic tire, the TWEEL. First physical testing was performed, and using the results
of this testing a five degree-of-freedom model was determined to be necessary to
accurately describe the vertical ride over the range of 1 to 20 Hz. Next, linear and
nonlinear versions of the simulation were constructed.
The nonlinear model builds upon the linear model work done by Law [3,19] and
both repeats and expands upon those studies. The nonlinear model included both
nonlinear shock and nonlinear TWEEL characteristics. After the model was constructed,
a randomly irregular road input was designed to replicate the input that the test vehicle
encountered during the weathered asphalt tests at Michelin’s Laurens Proving Grounds.
TWEEL stiffness and damping sweeps were then conducted to garner an idea of
what TWEEL characteristics would lead to an improved ride over the stock OE tire.
Simulations were then conducted for ride over a random road as well as over a single
bump comprised of one cycle of a sine wave. The recommendations for TWEEL
parameter design based on those results are found below.
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6.2

Recommendations for TWEEL Parameters
Based on the results of performing the simulations, as discussed in Chapter 5, and

the limits put on TWEEL design as set forth by Michelin, the following is recommended:
If TWEEL static deflection of 20 mm is permissible (from [17]):
1) Using TWEELS designed such that N = 0.6 and δmax = 20 mm, the Mini will
have the most comfortable overall ride, as determined by the ISO RMS weighted
acceleration

•

The ISO RMS weighted acceleration will be smaller for the Mini with
TWEELs than for the car equipped with tires.

•

The major advantage of using softer TWEELs is that the frequencies of
the wheel hop modes are lower than for the car with tires – thus providing
greater frequency separation from the engine heave mode with
concomitant reduction in the RMS heave acceleration and pitch response
above about 4 Hz when traversing randomly irregular roads.

•

TWEELs with N = 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8 and δmax = 20 mm will result in the
Mini having slightly elevated RMS acceleration relative to the Mini with
tires below 4 Hz on randomly irregular roads. The N = 0.6 TWEEL will
have the least comfortable ride below 4 Hz, but the most comfortable
overall ride. The N = 0.8 TWEEL will have the most comfortable ride
below 4 Hz, but the least comfortable overall ride.
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2) Using TWEELs designed such that N = 0.6 and δmax = 20 mm (corresponding
to the TWEEL force vs. deflection law, F = C*δN), the Mini will have improved
grip over an OE tire. Improved grip may well lead to shorter braking distances
and better cornering performance. There will be improved grip on roads similar
to the randomly irregular weathered asphalt used at Michelin LPG, and while
negotiating short wavelength discrete bumps and dips.

•

The RMS tire-to-road force will be smaller for the Mini equipped with
TWEELS than for the car equipped with tires when traversing randomly
irregular roads

•

The peak (per axle) tire-to-road forces will be less than or equal to
(indicating less fluctuation) the tire equipped vehicle for a TWEEL
equipped vehicle traversing short wavelength discrete bumps. The N =
0.6 TWEEL will have the highest peak and the N = 0.8 TWEEL will have
the lowest peak force.

•

The peak (per axle) tire-to-road forces will be greater than or equal to
(indicating more fluctuation) the tire equipped vehicle for a TWEEL
equipped vehicle traversing low frequency discrete obstacles. The N = 0.6
TWEEL will have the highest peak and the N = 0.8 TWEEL will have the
lowest peak force.

If it is determined that the maximum TWEEL static deflection can be no greater than 15
mm:
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3) Using TWEELS designed such that N = 0.6 and δmax = 15 mm, the Mini will
have the most comfortable overall ride, as determined by the ISO RMS weighted
acceleration and low frequency response (under 6 Hz).

•

The ISO RMS weighted acceleration will be smaller for the Mini with
TWEELs than for the car equipped with tires.

•

TWEELs with N = 0.5, and 0.6, and δmax = 15 mm will result in the Mini
having slightly elevated RMS acceleration relative to the Mini with tires
below 7 Hz on randomly irregular roads. The N = 0.5 TWEEL will have
the less comfortable ride below 4 Hz, but the most comfortable overall
ride. The N = 0.7 and 0.8 TWEEL at δmax = 15 mm will have an
equivalent, or marginally better ride than the OE tire below 4 Hz, but will
have a slightly less comfortable ride between 4 and 10 Hz. The overall
ride comfort of the N = 0.7 TWEEL is more comfortable than the OE Tire
but less comfortable than both the N=0.5 and 0.6 TWEELS, and the N=
0.8 TWEEL has a less comfortable overall ride than the OE tire.

4) Using TWEELs designed such that N = 0.5 and δmax = 15 mm, the Mini will
have the most improved ride comfort and grip over an OE tire. Improved grip
may well lead to shorter braking distances and better cornering performance.
There will be improved grip on roads similar to the randomly irregular weathered
asphalt used at Michelin LPG.
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•

The RMS tire-to-road force at the front and rear axles will be smaller for
the Mini equipped with N =0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 TWEELS than for the car
equipped with tires when traversing randomly irregular roads. The N =
0.7 and 0.8 cases will yield smaller RMS tire-to-road forces at the front,
but marginally increased tire-to-road forces at the rear as compared to the
OE tire.

6.3

Recommendations for Future Work
The recommendations relevant to ride comfort for the TWEEL design were

primarily made based on the ISO 2631 comfort criteria. This is because although
response to a “sinusoidal” bump was simulated, at present there is no way to validate the
model as physical TWEELS for the Mini do not exist.
Once TWEELs are produced, correlating the simulation data to physical data
would be highly useful. This would allow the response to bumps and dips to be taken
into account when making recommendations for TWEEL parameters.
Another useful tool might be an optimization program that puts different weights
on the results (ISO RMS comfort and minimizing RMS tire-to-road force), and allows for
recommendations based on the different wants and needs of a particular TWEEL
specification (i.e. A TWEEL designed solely for comfort vs. one designed for optimum
grip characteristics).
Lastly, as the nonlinear TWEEL simulations yielded results that were less than
favorable for a TWEEL-equipped vehicle traversing a sinusoidal bump, an investigation
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into the adjustment of suspension components to yield more comfortable ride over
discrete bumps would be worthwhile.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion for the 5 DOF vehicle ride model were derived using a
Newton-Euler approach. Figure 3.1 is a visual representation of the degrees of freedom
and the dimensions of the model. The DOFs are:
1) Sprung Mass Heave
2) Sprung Mass Pitch
3) Front Tire Heave
4) Rear Tire Heave
5) Engine Heave
The numeric values for the model at different vehicle configurations can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure A.1 Five Degree of Freedom Model
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The free body diagram for the sprung mass in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2 Sprung Mass Free Body Diagram
Summing the forces on the left and the right side of the free body diagram yields
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and then the vertical acceleration of the sprung mass can be described as
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) (
)

) (

&&
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(A.2)
by dividing both sides of the equation by the sprung mass.
Summing the moments about the CG yields
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The sprung mass pitch acceleration is found by dividing both sides of (A.3) by the sprung
mass moment of Inertia, Is, and yields
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(A.4)
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For simplicity and clarity the spring force and damper force have been combined
into a single term for the free body diagrams that follow. The free body diagram for the
front unsprung mass is shown below in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3 Front Axle Free Body Diagram
Summing the forces on the left and the right side of the free body diagram yields
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and then the vertical acceleration of the front axle is
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Figure A.4 Rear Axle Free Body Diagram
Figure A.4 is the free body diagram of the rear unsprung mass. Summing the
forces yields
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and then the vertical acceleration of the rear axle is
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Figure A.5 Engine Free Body Diagram
Figure A.5 is the free body diagram of the engine. Summing the forces yields
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(A.9)
and then the vertical acceleration is
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(A.10)
Writing (A.2), (A.4), (A.6), (A.8), and (A.10) in their functional nonlinear form,
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where FSF ( ∆z&FS ) represents the front nonlinear shock force, FSR ( ∆z&RS ) represents the
rear nonlinear shock force and

∆z&FS = z&s − z&T f − θ&s as
(A.12)
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where FTWF ( ∆z&FT ) represents the front nonlinear TWEEL force and
∆z FT = zT f − z R f

(A.16)
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where FTWR ( ∆z&RT ) represents the rear nonlinear TWEEL force and

∆z RT = zTr − z Rr
(A.18)
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(A.19)

Rearranging (A.2), (A.4), (A.6), (A.8), and (A.10) yields
Sprung Mass Heave:
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s

s

+ ze (ke ) + z&e (ce )]

(A.20)
Sprung Mass Pitch:

(

) (
)
+ zs ( k a − kr b + kec ) + z&s ( c a − cr b + cec ) + z (− k a)
f
f
Tf
f

θ&&s = 1 I [θ s − k f as2 − kr bs2 − kec 2 + θ&s −c f as2 − cr bs2 − cec 2
s
s

s

s

s

+ z& (−c as ) + zTr (kr bs ) + z&Tr (cr b) + ze (− kec) + z&e (cec)]
Tf
f
(A.21)
Front Axle Heave:

(
) (
) ( )
+ θ s ( − k a ) + θ&s ( −c a ) + z (k ) + z& (c )]
f
f
Rf Tf
Rf Tf

&&
z = 1
−k − k
+ z&
−c − c
+ zs k + z&s (c )
[z
m
Tf
Tf
f
Tf
Tf
f
Tf
f
f
Tf
s

s

(A.22)
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Rear Axle Heave:

(

)

(

)

&&
zTr = 1
− kr − kTr + z&Tr −cr − cTr + zs ( kr ) + z&s (cr )
[z
mTr Tr
+ θ s ( kr bs ) + θ&s ( cr bs ) + z Rr (kTr ) + z&Rr (cTr )]
(A.23)

Engine Mass Heave:
&&
ze = 1 [ ze ( − ke ) + z&e ( −ce ) + zs ( ke ) + z&s ( ce ) + θ s ( − kec ) + θ&s ( −cec )]
me
(A.24)
These can then be arranged in matrix form as follows, which is the method used
to solve the linear models used in past works.
M &&
x + Cx& + Kx = B1 z R + B2 z&R

(A.25)
where
x = ⎡⎣ zs

θs

ze

zT f

zTr ⎤⎦

T

(A.26)

x& = ⎡⎣ z&s

θ&s

z&e

z&T f

z&Tr ⎤⎦

T

(A.27)
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&&
x = ⎡⎣ &&
zs

θ&&s

&&
ze

&&
zT f

&&
zTr ⎤⎦

T

(A.28)
⎡ zR f
zR = ⎢
⎢⎣ z Rr

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦
(A.29)

⎡ z&R f
z&R = ⎢
⎢⎣ z&Rr

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦
(A.30)

⎛ L⎞
z Rr = z R f ⎜ t − ⎟
⎝ V⎠
(A.31)
⎡ ms
⎢ 0
⎢
M =⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣

0
Is
0
0

0
0
me
0

0
0
0
mT f

0

0

0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
mTr ⎥⎦
0
0
0
0

(A.32)
−k f as + kr bs − ke c − ke
⎡ k f + k r + ke
⎢ −k a + k b − k c k a 2 + k b2 + k c 2 k c
f s
r s
e
e
⎢ f s r s e
− ke
ke c
ke
K =⎢
⎢
−k f
0
k f as
⎢
⎢
0
−kr
− kr bs
⎣

−k f
k f as
0
k f + kT f
0

− kr
− kr bs
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
kr + kTr ⎥⎦
(A.33)
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−c f as + cr bs − ce c − ce
⎡ c f + cr + ce
⎢ −c a + c b − c c c a 2 + c b 2 + c c 2 c c
f s
r s
e
e
⎢ f s r s e
ce c
ce
−ce
C=⎢
⎢
−c f
0
c f as
⎢
⎢
0
−cr
−cr bs
⎣

−c f
c f as
0
c f + cT f
0

−cr
−cr bs
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
cr + cTr ⎥⎦
(A.34)

⎡0
⎢0
⎢
A=⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ kT f
⎢0
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
kTr ⎥⎦
0
0
0
0

(A.35)
⎡0
⎢0
⎢
B=⎢ 0
⎢
⎢cT f
⎢0
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
cTr ⎥⎦
0
0
0
0

(A.36)
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APPENDIX B
VEHICLE MODEL PARAMETERS
The following tables from [13] summarize the various parameters required for the
vertical ride model. Tuning the response to match four post test results resulted in values
for engine mount damping and stiffness together with revised suspension damping
values. The configurations are as follows:
•

Conf. 1: Curb + Driver as tested at Michelin Laurens Proving Grounds (LPG).

•

Conf. 2: Four Post Test Configuration (Curb + two 68 kg bags of ballast on front
seats).

•

Conf. 3: GVW as tested at LPG.
Table B.1 Geometric Parameters
Symbol
L
RwF
RwR
tf
tr

Description
Conf. 1 Conf. 2 Conf. 3
Wheelbase, m
2.468
2.468
2.468
Roll Radius, Front, m 0.290
0.290
0.290
Roll Radius, Rear, m
0.296
0.296
0.296
Front Track, m
1.453
1.453
1.453
Rear Track, m
1.475
1.475
1.475
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Table B.2 Inertial Parameters & CG Locations
Symbol Description

m
W
muf
mur
me
msc
ms
F/R
a
b
asc
bsc
c
as
bs
Iz-sm
h
hsc
he
hs
huf
hur

Conf. Conf. Conf.
1
2
3
1323
1369
1562
12.979 12.979 15.323
141
141
141
111
111
111
200
200
200
1071
1117 1310
871
917
1110
60/40 60/40 56/44
0.987 0.987 1.086

Car (total) Mass, kg
Car (total) Weight (mg) (Calculation, W=m*g), Kn
Front Unsprung Mass (includes wheels & tires), kg
Rear Unsprung Mass (includes wheels & tires), kg
Engine + Transmission Mass, kg
Chassis + Engine Mass (m-muf-mur=ms), kg
Sprung Mass (ms=m-muf-mur-me), kg
Front to Rear Weight Distribution
Longitudinal Distance from Total CG to
Front Wheels , m
Longitudinal Distance from Total CG
1.481 1.481
to Rear Wheels (b=L-a); m
Longitudinal Distance from CG of Chassis +
0.963 0.964
Engine to Front Wheels, m
Longitudinal Distance from CG of Chassis +
1.505 1.504
Engine to Rear Wheels, m
Longitudinal Distance of CG of Engine +
-0.157 -0.157
Transmission behind the Front Wheels, m
Longitudinal Distance from CG of Sprung Mass to
1.221 1.209
Front Wheels, m
Longitudinal Distance from CG of Sprung Mass to
1.247 1.259
Rear Wheels, m
Centroidal Pitch Inertia of Sprung Mass, kg m2
680.4 672.8
Height of Car (total) CG Above Ground, adjusted
0.517 0.500
for CG of seated humans, m
Height of CG of Chassis + Engine Above Ground,
0.570 0.547
m
Height of CG of Engine + Trans Above Front
0.1397 0.1397
Axle, m
Height of Sprung Mass CG Above Ground, m
0.602 0.572
Height of Front Unsprung Mass CG Above Ground 0.290 0.290
(assume same as Rwf), m
Height of Rear Unsprung Mass CG Above Ground
0.296 0.296
(assume same as Rwr), m
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1.382
1.086
1.382
-0.157
1.310
1.158
801.3
0.477
0.512
0.1397
0.572
0.290
0.296

Table B.3 Suspension & Tire Parameters*
Symbol Description

KzF

Conf.
1
66.3

Conf.
2
66.3

Conf.
3
66.3

Conf.
1
870.5

Conf.
2
870.5

Conf.
3
870.5

263.9

263.9

263.9

273

273

273

400

-

400

400

-

400

Front Vertical Susp Stiffness, per-axle,
N/mm
KzR
Rear Vertical Susp Stiffness, per-axle,
50.6
50.6
50.6
N/mm
KzTF Front Vertical Tire Stiffness, per-axle,
464.04 464.04 464.04
N/mm
KzTR Rear Vertical Tire Stiffness, per-axle, N/mm 464.04 464.04 464.04
CzF
Front Vertical Susp Damping, per-axle,
7839
7839
7839
N/(m/s) - Linearized
CzR
Rear Vertical Susp Damping, per-axle,
5180
5180
5180
N/(m/s) - Linearized
CzTF Front Vertical Tire Damping, per-axle,
93.6
93.6
93.6
N/(m/s)
CzTR Rear Vertical Tire Damping, per-axle,
93.6
93.6
93.6
N/(m/s)
*
Note: It is assumed that data for Configuration 2 is applicable to Configurations 1
and 3.
Table B.4 Tuned Parameters
Symbol

Description

Ke

Equivalent Engine Mount Stiffness, N/mm
Equivalent Engine Mount Damping,
N/(m/s)

Ce
me
CzTF
CzTR

Tuned Engine/Transmission Mass, kg
Front Vertical TWEEL Damping per-axle,
N/(m/s) – all TWEEL cases
Rear Vertical TWEEL Damping per-axle,
N/(m/s) – all TWEEL cases
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APPENDIX C
SIMULINK MODEL

Simulink is a program that allows the user to model, simulate, and analyze
dynamic systems. Equations of motion are constructed in a block diagram format, and a
built in solver is used to run the model. For these simulations a fixed-step time solver
was used. The solver is a 5th order ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver that uses
the Dormand-Prince Method to solve the model at each timestep. The timestep was set to
0.005 seconds. In the block diagram schematic, Figure 4.1, each of the labeled boxes, Zs,
Ztf, Ztr, Ze, and Theta are the building blocks for the equation of motion for the chassis
vertical motion, the front tire vertical motion, the rear tire vertical motion, the engine
vertical motion, and the chassis pitch motion respectively. The equation of motion for
each degree of freedom derived in Appendix A is presented below the corresponding
schematic below. First the linear equation is presented and then the functional nonlinear
form is presented as the Simulink program shows and is capable of running either form.
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In the block diagram notation,
zsdot = z&s
ztfdot = z&T f
ztrdot = z&Tr
zedot = z&e
theta = θ
thetadot = θ&
zroadf = z R f
zroadfdot = z&R f

zroadr = z Rr
zroadrdot = z&Rr
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Figure C.1 Top-Level Simulink Diagram
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C.1

Degree of Freedom Schematic Diagrams

Figure C.2 Body Heave Degree of Freedom Diagram

(

) (
)

) (

)

&&
zs = 1 [− k f zs − zT f − θ s a − c f z&s − z&T f − θ&s a − kr zs − zTr + θ s b
ms
− cr z&s − z&T f + θ&s b + ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) + ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c ]

(

(

)

(C.1)
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(

)

(

&&
zs = 1 [−k f zs − zT f − θ s as − FSF ( ∆z&FS ) − kr zs − zTr + θ s bs
ms
− FSR ( ∆z&RS ) + ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) + ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c ]

(

)

)

(C.2)
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Figure C.3 Body Pitch Degree of Freedom Diagram

(

)

(

)

θ&&s = 1 I [k f zs − zT − θ s a a − c f z&s − z&T − θ&s a a − kr ( zs − zT + θ s b ) b
s
f

(

)

f

r

(

)

− cr z&s − z&Tr + θ&s b b − ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) c − ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c c]
(C.3)
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(

)

θ&&s = 1 I [k f zs − zT − θ s as as − FSF ( ∆z&FS ) as − kr ( zs − zT + θ s bs ) bs
s
f

r

(

)

− FSR ( ∆z&RS ) bs − ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) c − ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c c]
(C.4)
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Figure C.4 Front Axle Heave Degree of Freedom Diagram

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

&&
z = 1
[k f zs − zT f − θ s a + c f z&s − z&T f − θ&s a − kT f zT f − z R f − cT f z&T f − z&R f ]
m
Tf
Tf
(C.5)

(

)

(

&&
z = 1
[k f zs − zT f − θ s as + c f z&s − z&T f − θ&s as
m
Tf
Tf

(

)

)

− FTWF ( ∆z FT ) − cT f z&T f − z&R f ]
(C.6)
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Figure C.5 Rear Axle Heave Degree of Freedom Diagram

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

&&
zT = 1
[k z − z + θ s b + c f z&s − z&Tr + θ&s b − kTr zTr − z Rr − cTr z&Tr − z&Rr ]
mT r s Tr
r
r
(C.7)
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(

)

(

&&
zT = 1
[k z − z + θ s bs + c f z&s − z&Tr + θ&s bs
mT r s Tr
r
r
− FTWR ( ∆z RT ) − cTr z&Tr − z&Rr ]

(

)

)

(C.8)

Figure C.6 Engine Degree of Freedom Schematic

(

)

&&
ze = 1 [− ke ( ze − zs + θ s c ) − ce z&e − z&s + θ&s c ]
me
(C.9)
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C.2

Input Schematic Diagrams

Figure C.7 4 Post Input
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Figure C.8 Frequency(t) Block in Figure C.7

Figure C.9 Road Input
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB PROGRAMS

This appendix presents the various Matlab programs developed during this
project. The vehicle ride simulation can be run in either Matlab 2007a, or 2008a.
The full listing of each of the unique programs is presented. For programs that
are similar, only a description of each version is presented with the full listing only being
shown for the first program in the series. Subroutines are presented below the first
program in which they are called. The programs contained herein and the page they can
be found on are as follows:
D.1 “Organize.m” ........................................................................................................... 144
D.2
“minidataplot.m”................................................................................................. 145
D.2.1
“weighteaccelz.m” ...................................................................................... 157
D.2.2
“weighteaccelx.m” ...................................................................................... 159
D.3
“Combined_WAruns.m”..................................................................................... 160
D.4
“Fourpost_5DOF.m”........................................................................................... 163
D.5
“Param_Curb_Driver.m” .................................................................................... 168
D.6
“Param_Curb_2Front.m” .................................................................................... 170
D.7
“Param_GVW.m” ............................................................................................... 170
D.8
“Shockdata.m” .................................................................................................... 171
D.9
“Shockdata1C.m”................................................................................................ 172
D.10 “Road_mp4.m” ................................................................................................... 173
D.11 “Road5DOFShock.m” ........................................................................................ 179
D.11.1 “Road5DOFShock1F.m” ............................................................................ 187
D.11.2 “Road5DOFSHOCK1G.m” ........................................................................ 188
D.12 “NFBumpRoad5DOFshock1A.m” ..................................................................... 189
D.12.1 “NFBump5DOFshock1E.m” ...................................................................... 201
D.13 “TWEEL23C.m”................................................................................................. 201
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D.1 “Organize.m”
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%organize.m
%
% RENAMES MICHELIN 30 AND 60 MPH WA AND CLEAT RUN
% ACCELERATION FILES SO THAT THEY ARE IN CORRECT ORDER
% AND COMMENTS OUT EXTRANEOUS INFORMATION
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd('C:\MiniData')
cd('objcomfortfiles')
clear all
list=dir('*.txt');
for i=1:length(list)
name=list(i).name;
file=fopen(name);
dat=fread(file);
fclose(file);
dat=['%'; dat];
if find(name=='.')==10, name=[name(1:8),'0',name(9:end)]; end
name=['mini',name];
file=fopen(name,'w');
fwrite(file,dat);
fclose(file);
end
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D.2

“minidataplot.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% minidataplot.m
%
% post-processes Mini Cooper 30 & 60 mph run test data as performed at LPG
% 07 March 2007.
% Cleat Data is filtered and the channels are plotted vs. time.
% Weathered Asphalt Accelerometer data is detrended and filtered above 60
% hz. PSD's of the filtered and unfiltered data are created, and ISO 2631
% weightings are applied to find ride comfort.
%
% Channel 1 is the Tachometer mounted accelerometer
% Channel 2 is the Seat Rail mounted acclereometer
%
% Created by MAP 04-2007
% Reorganized 01-08
% Weathered Asphalt Averages added 05-08
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd('C:\MiniData')
cd('objcomfortfiles')
clear all
close all
clc
%variables
g=9.81; %acceleration due to gravity, m/s^2
space=32*12+10; %cleat spacing, in
v1=30*1.47*12; %run 1 velocity, in/s
v2=60*1.47*12; %run 2 velocity, in/s
freq1=v1/space;
freq2=v2/space;

%frequency of cleat30
%frequency of cleat60

disp('30 mph cleat frequency');
disp(freq1);
disp('60 mph cleat frequency');
disp(freq2);

%Pull raw data out of data set and organize it by run and channel
%data is in g's
list=dir('mini*.txt');
%select print and run options
disp('Do you want to print out plots?')
choice13=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
for ii=1:4;
if ii==1
a=1; b=10;
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disp('Do You Want 30 mph Cleat Plots?')
choice=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 30 mph Cleat Run Statistics?')
choice14=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
elseif ii==2
a=11; b=20;
disp('Do You Want 60 mph Cleat Plots?')
choice2=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
elseif ii==3
a=21; b=30;
disp('Do You Want 60 mph WA Unfiltered PSD plots?')
choice3=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 60 mph WA filtered PSD plots?')
choice4=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 60 mph WA Tables?')
choice5=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 60 mph WA Weighted RMS acceleration?')
choice6=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 60 mph RMS plots?')
choice7=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
else
a=31; b=40;
disp('Do You Want 30 mph WA Unfiltered PSD plots?')
choice8=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 30 mph WA filtered PSD plots?')
choice9=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 30 mph WA Tables?')
choice10=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 30 mph WA Weighted RMS acceleration?')
choice11=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
disp('Do You Want 30 mph WA RMS plots?')
choice12=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
end

%

for jj=a:b;
try
dat=load(list(jj).name); %load run data
fprintf('%s %4i %4i \n',list(jj).name, size(dat))
t=dat(:,1);
end
if ii==1 %30 mph Cleat Test
fs=mean(1./diff(t)); % sample rate
%separate channels and filter channel data
cleat30x1(:,jj)=dat(:,2);
cleat30x1filt(:,jj)=(my_filt(dat(:,2),fs,60,[],4));
cleat30z1(:,jj)=dat(:,3);
cleat30z1filt(:,jj)=(my_filt(dat(:,3),fs,60,[],4));
cleat30x2(:,jj)=dat(:,4);
cleat30x2filt(:,jj)=(my_filt(dat(:,4),fs,60,[],4));
cleat30z2(:,jj)=dat(:,5);
cleat30z2filt(:,jj)=(my_filt(dat(:,5),fs,60,[],4));
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%find maximum and minimum data points of filtered data
[Ymax,Imax]=max(my_filt(dat,fs,60,[],4));
[Ymin,Imin]=min(my_filt(dat,fs,60,[],4));
%plot acceleration vs time
if or(choice == 'Y',choice == 'y')
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,cleat30x1filt(:,jj),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Tachometer Mount x Acceleration, g''s';['30 mph Run:',num2str(jj)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(2)*1/fs,Ymax(2),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(2))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(2)*1/fs,Ymin(2),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(2))},'FontSize',8)
FGG %program that adds a grid and brings the window to the front
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,cleat30z1filt(:,jj),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Tachometer Mount z Acceleration, g''s';['30 mph Run:',num2str(jj)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(3)*1/fs,Ymax(3),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(3))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(3)*1/fs,Ymin(3),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(3))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,cleat30x2filt(:,jj),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Seat Rail Mount x Acceleration, g''s';['30 mph Run:',num2str(jj)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(4)*1/fs,Ymax(4),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(4))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(4)*1/fs,Ymin(4),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(4))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,cleat30z2filt(:,jj),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Seat Rail Location z Acceleration, g''s';['30 mph Run:',num2str(jj)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(5)*1/fs,Ymax(5),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(5))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(5)*1/fs,Ymin(5),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(5))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
else
end
%create array of maximum and minimum accelerations for run
%comparison
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x1max30(jj)=Ymax(2);
x2max30(jj)=Ymax(4);
z1max30(jj)=Ymax(3);
z2max30(jj)=Ymax(5);
x1min30(jj)=Ymin(2);
x2min30(jj)=Ymin(4);
z1min30(jj)=Ymin(3);
z2min30(jj)=Ymin(5);
%Run to Run Comparison
if and(jj==10,or(choice14=='Y',choice14 =='y'))
disp(' ')
disp('30 mph cleat results')
disp('Average Maximum Acceleration, g''(s)')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2')
avmax30=[sum(x1max30)/length(x1max30),sum(x2max30)/length(x2max30),sum(z1max30)/length(z1ma
x30),sum(z2max30)/length(z2max30)];
disp(avmax30)
disp('Maximum Acceleration Standard Deviation')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2')
devmax30=[std(x1max30),std(x2max30),std(z1max30),std(z2max30)];
disp(devmax30)
disp('Average Minimum Acceleration, g''(s)')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2')
avmin30=[sum(x1min30)/length(x1min30),sum(x2min30)/length(x2min30),sum(z1min30)/length(z1min30
),sum(z2min30)/length(z2min30)];
disp(avmin30)
disp('Minimum Acceleration Standard Deviation')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2')
devmin30=[std(x1min30),std(x2min30),std(z1min30),std(z2min30)];
disp(devmin30)
end

elseif ii==2 %60 mph Cleat Test
%fs=mean(1./diff(t)); % sample rate
dat((719:end),:)=[];
t=dat(:,1);
fs=512;
%fprintf('%s %4i %4i \n',list(jj).name, size(dat))
cleat60x1(:,(jj-10))=dat(:,2);
cleat60x1filt(:,(jj-10))=(my_filt(dat(:,2),fs,60,[],4));
cleat60z1(:,(jj-10))=dat(:,3);
cleat60z1filt(:,(jj-10))=(my_filt(dat(:,3),fs,60,[],4));
cleat60x2(:,(jj-10))=dat(:,4);
cleat60x2filt(:,(jj-10))=(my_filt(dat(:,4),fs,60,[],4));
cleat60z2(:,(jj-10))=dat(:,5);
cleat60z2filt(:,(jj-10))=(my_filt(dat(:,5),fs,60,[],4));
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[Ymax2,Imax2]=max(my_filt(dat,fs,60,[],4));
[Ymin2,Imin2]=min(my_filt(dat,fs,60,[],4));
if or(choice2 == 'Y',choice2 == 'y')
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,cleat60x1filt(:,jj-10),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Tachometer Mount x Acceleration, g''s';['60 mph Run:',num2str(jj10)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax2(2)*1/fs,Ymax2(2),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration'
num2str(Ymax2(2))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin2(2)*1/fs,Ymin2(2),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration'
num2str(Ymin2(2))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,cleat60z1filt(:,jj-10),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Tachometer Mount z Acceleration, g''s';['60 mph Run:',num2str(jj10)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax2(3)*1/fs,Ymax2(3),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration'
num2str(Ymax(3))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin2(3)*1/fs,Ymin2(3),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(3))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,cleat60x2filt(:,jj-10),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Seat Rail Mount x Acceleration, g''s';['60 mph Run:',num2str(jj-10)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(4)*1/fs,Ymax(4),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(4))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(4)*1/fs,Ymin(4),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(4))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,cleat60z2filt(:,jj-10),'linewidth',1.5)
title({'Seat Rail Location z Acceleration, g''s';['60 mph Run:',num2str(jj10)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Time (s)','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('acceleration (g)','fontweight','bold')
text(Imax(5)*1/fs,Ymax(5),{'\leftarrow Max + Acceleration' num2str(Ymax(5))},'FontSize',8)
text(Imin(5)*1/fs,Ymin(5),{'\leftarrow Max - Acceleration' num2str(Ymin(5))},'FontSize',8)
FGG
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
else
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end
%60 mph statistics not computed due to bad test data
x1max60(jj-10)=Ymax(2);
x2max60(jj-10)=Ymax(4);
z1max60(jj-10)=Ymax(3);
z2max60(jj-10)=Ymax(5);
x1min60(jj-10)=Ymin(2);
x2min60(jj-10)=Ymin(4);
z1min60(jj-10)=Ymin(3);
z2min60(jj-10)=Ymin(5);
elseif ii==3 %60 mph Weathered Asphalt Data
fs=mean(1./diff(t)); % sample rate
%store raw data
wa60x1(:,(jj-20))=dat(:,2);
wa60z1(:,(jj-20))=dat(:,3);
wa60x2(:,(jj-20))=dat(:,4);
wa60z2(:,(jj-20))=dat(:,5);
%detrend and filter data
k=jj-20;
ddatx1=detrend((wa60x1(:,k)-mean(wa60x1(:,k))));
ddatz1=detrend((wa60z1(:,k)-mean(wa60z1(:,k))));
ddatx2=detrend((wa60x2(:,k)-mean(wa60x2(:,k))));
ddatz2=detrend((wa60z2(:,k)-mean(wa60z2(:,k))));
wa60x1filt(:,(jj-20))=my_filt(ddatx1,fs,60,[],4);
wa60z1filt(:,(jj-20))=my_filt(ddatz1,fs,60,[],4);
wa60x2filt(:,(jj-20))=my_filt(ddatx2,fs,60,[],4);
wa60z2filt(:,(jj-20))=my_filt(ddatz2,fs,60,[],4);
%Plot the unfiltered PSD of the Data
[Px1,Fx1]=pwelch(detrend((wa60x1(:,(k))-mean(wa60x1(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa60x1),fs);
[Pz1,Fz1]=pwelch(detrend((wa60z1(:,(k))-mean(wa60z1(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa60z1),fs);
[Px2,Fx2]=pwelch(detrend((wa60x2(:,(k))-mean(wa60x2(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa60x2),fs);
[Pz2,Fz2]=pwelch(detrend((wa60z2(:,(k))-mean(wa60z2(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa60z2),fs);
if or(choice3 == 'Y',choice3 == 'y')
subplot(4,1,1)
loglog(Fx1,Px1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered x-accel at the Tachometer';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,2,'linewidth',1.5)
loglog(Fx2,Px2)
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title({'PSD for Unfiltered x-accel at the Seat Rail';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,3,'linewidth',1.5)
loglog(Fz1,Pz1)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered z-accel at the Tachometer';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,4,'linewidth',1.5)
loglog(Fz2,Pz2)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered z-accel at the Seat Rail';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
end
%Plot the Filtered PSD of the Data
[fPx1,fFx1]=pwelch(wa60x1filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa60x1),fs);
[fPz1,fFz1]=pwelch(wa60z1filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa60z1),fs);
[fPx2,fFx2]=pwelch(wa60x2filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa60x2),fs);
[fPz2,fFz2]=pwelch(wa60z2filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa60z2),fs);
if or(choice4 == 'Y',choice4 == 'y')
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
loglog(fFx1,fPx1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Tachometer filtered at 60 hz';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,2)
loglog(fFx2,fPx2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Seat Rail filtered at 60 hz';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,3)
loglog(fFz1,fPz1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Tachometer filtered at 60 hz';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,4)
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loglog(fFz2,fPz2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Seat Rail filtered at 60 hz';['60 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
end
%find center frequency rms accelerations of Filtered Data
if or(choice7 == 'Y',choice7 == 'y')
figure
end
a0z1=weightaccelz(fPz1,fFz1,choice5,choice7,1);
if or(choice7 == 'Y',choice7 == 'y')
title({'Tachometer RMS Vertical Acceleration';['60 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0z2=weightaccelz(fPz2,fFz2,choice5,choice7,2);
if or(choice7 == 'Y',choice7 == 'y')
title({'Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration';['60 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x1=weightaccelx(fPx1,fFx1,choice5,choice7,3);
if or(choice7 == 'Y',choice7 == 'y')
title({'Tachometer RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';['60 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x2=weightaccelx(fPx2,fFx2,choice5,choice7,4);
if or(choice7 == 'Y',choice7 =='y')
title({'Seat Rail RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';['60 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y'),choice13 == 'y')
print
end
% calculate the overall weighted acceleration
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if or(choice6 == 'Y',choice6 == 'y')
% create array for run to run comparison
ax1(jj-20)=a0x1;
ax2(jj-20)=a0x2;
az1(jj-20)=a0z1;
az2(jj-20)=a0z2;

a01=sqrt((a0x1)^2+a0z1^2);
a02=sqrt((a0x2)^2+a0z2^2);
a01m(jj-20)=a01;
a02m(jj-20)=a02;
disp(' ')
disp(['*** 60 mph Weathered Asphalt, Run:',num2str(k),'***'])
disp('******* Weighted RMS Acceleration, a0, g''s *******')
disp(' Tach x Tach z Rail x Rail z')
disp([a0x1 a0z1 a0x2 a0z2])
disp('The Overall Tachometer sensor weighted accel is:')
disp(a01)
disp('The Overall Seat Rail sensor weighted accel is:')
disp(a02)
if k == 10
disp(' ')
disp('a0 < 0.032 g
Not Uncomfortable')
disp('0.032 < a0 < 0.064 g A Little Uncomfortable')
disp('0.051 < a0 < 0.102 g Fairly Uncomfortable')
disp('0.082 < a0 < 0.163 g Uncomfortable')
disp('0.128 < a0 < 0.255 g Very Uncomfortable')
disp('a0 > 0.204 g
Extremely Uncomfortable')
disp(' ')
disp('60 mph Weathered Asphalt Results')
disp('Average Maximum Acceleration, g''(s)')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2 Overall Tach Overall Seat')
meanWA60=[mean(ax1),mean(ax2),mean(az1),mean(az2),mean(a01m),mean(a02m)];
disp(meanWA60)
end
end
elseif ii==4 %30 mph weathered ashphalt Run
fs=mean(1./diff(t)); % sample rate
%store raw data
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wa30x1(:,(jj-30))=dat(:,2);
wa30z1(:,(jj-30))=dat(:,3);
wa30x2(:,(jj-30))=dat(:,4);
wa30z2(:,(jj-30))=dat(:,5);
%detrend and filter data
k=jj-30;
ddatx1=detrend((wa30x1(:,k)-mean(wa60x1(:,k))));
ddatz1=detrend((wa30z1(:,k)-mean(wa60z1(:,k))));
ddatx2=detrend((wa30x2(:,k)-mean(wa60x2(:,k))));
ddatz2=detrend((wa30z2(:,k)-mean(wa60z2(:,k))));
wa30x1filt(:,(jj-30))=my_filt(ddatx1,fs,60,[],4);
wa30z1filt(:,(jj-30))=my_filt(ddatz1,fs,60,[],4);
wa30x2filt(:,(jj-30))=my_filt(ddatx2,fs,60,[],4);
wa30z2filt(:,(jj-30))=my_filt(ddatz2,fs,60,[],4);
%Plot the unfiltered PSD of the Data
[Px1,Fx1]=pwelch(detrend((wa30x1(:,(k))-mean(wa30x1(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa30x1),fs);
[Pz1,Fz1]=pwelch(detrend((wa30z1(:,(k))-mean(wa30z1(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa30z1),fs);
[Px2,Fx2]=pwelch(detrend((wa30x2(:,(k))-mean(wa30x2(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa30x2),fs);
[Pz2,Fz2]=pwelch(detrend((wa30z2(:,(k))-mean(wa30z2(:,k)))),[],[],length(wa30z2),fs);
if or(choice8 == 'Y',choice8 == 'y')
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
loglog(Fx1,Px1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered x-accel at the Tachometer';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,2)
loglog(Fx2,Px2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered x-accel at the Seat Rail';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,3)
loglog(Fz1,Pz1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered z-accel at the Tachometer';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,4)
loglog(Fz2,Pz2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for Unfiltered z-accel at the Seat Rail';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
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axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
end
%Plot the Filtered PSD of the Data
[fPx1,fFx1]=pwelch(wa30x1filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa30x1),fs);
[fPz1,fFz1]=pwelch(wa30z1filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa30z1),fs);
[fPx2,fFx2]=pwelch(wa30x2filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa30x2),fs);
[fPz2,fFz2]=pwelch(wa30z2filt(:,k),[],[],length(wa30z2),fs);
if or(choice9 == 'Y',choice9 == 'y')
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
loglog(fFx1,fPx1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Tachometer filtered at 60 hz';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,2)
loglog(fFx2,fPx2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Seat Rail filtered at 60 hz';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,3)
loglog(fFz1,fPz1,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Tachometer filtered at 60 hz';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,4)
loglog(fFz2,fPz2,'linewidth',1.5)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Seat Rail filtered at 60 hz';['30 mph
Run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end
end

%find center frequency rms accelerations of Filtered Data
if or(choice12 == 'Y',choice12 == 'y')
figure
end
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a0z1=weightaccelz(fPz1,fFz1,choice10,choice12,1);
if or(choice12 == 'Y',choice12 == 'y')
title({'Tachometer RMS Vertical Acceleration';['30 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0z2=weightaccelz(fPz2,fFz2,choice10,choice12,2);
if or(choice12 == 'Y',choice12 == 'y')
title({'Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration';['30 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x1=weightaccelx(fPx1,fFx1,choice10,choice12,3);
if or(choice12 == 'Y',choice12 == 'y')
title({'Tachometer RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';['30 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x2=weightaccelx(fPx2,fFx2,choice10,choice12,4);
if or(choice12 == 'Y',choice12 == 'y')
title({'Seat Rail RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';['30 mph Weathered Asphalt
run:',num2str(k)]},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if or(choice13 == 'Y',choice13 == 'y')
print
end

% Calculate the overall weighted acceleration
if or(choice11 == 'Y',choice11 == 'y')
% create array for run to run comparison
ax1(jj-30)=a0x1;
ax2(jj-30)=a0x2;
az1(jj-30)=a0z1;
az2(jj-30)=a0z2;

a01=sqrt((a0x1)^2+a0z1^2);
a02=sqrt((a0x2)^2+a0z2^2);
a01m(jj-30)=a01;
a02m(jj-30)=a02;
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disp(' ')
disp(['*** 30 mph Weathered Asphalt, Run:',num2str(k),'***'])
disp('******* Weighted RMS Acceleration, a0, g''s *******')
disp(' Tach x Tach z Rail x Rail z')
disp([a0x1 a0z1 a0x2 a0z2])
disp('The Overall Tachometer sensor weighted accel is:')
disp(a01)
disp('The Overall Seat Rail sensor weighted accel is:')
disp(a02)
if k==10
disp(' ')
disp('a0 < 0.032g
Not Uncomfortable')
disp('0.032 < a0 < 0.064 g A Little Uncomfortable')
disp('0.051 < a0 < 0.102 g Fairly Uncomfortable')
disp('0.082 < a0 < 0.163 g Uncomfortable')
disp('0.128 < a0 < 0.255 g Very Uncomfortable')
disp('a0 > 0.204 g
Extremely Uncomfortable')
disp(' ')
disp('30 mph Weathered Asphalt Results')
disp('Average Maximum Acceleration, g''(s)')
disp('
x1
x2
z1
z2 Overall Tach Overall Seat')
meanWA30=[mean(ax1),mean(ax2),mean(az1),mean(az2),mean(a01m),mean(a02m)];
disp(meanWA30)
end
end
end

end
end

D.2.1 “weighteaccelz.m”
function [a0,rms,wgtrms,wgtrms2]=weightaccelz (P,F,choice1,choice3,j)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% weightaccelz.m
% computes the weighted rms vertical acceleration
% program returns
% 1. Overall Weighted RMS Vertical Acceleration
% 2. RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band
% 3. Weighted RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band
% 4. Weighted RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band squared - (#3)^2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Wheel center frequencies...
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whzc1=[.1 .125 .16 .2 .25 .315 .4 .5 .63 .8 1. 1.25 1.6];
whzc2=[2 2.5 3.15 4 5 6.3 8 10 12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40 50 63 80];
whzc=[whzc1 whzc2];
% upper and lower frequency bands..
f1=.89*whzc;
f2=1.12*whzc;
% calculate ISO 2631 fatigue boundaries
% wc is vector of center frequencies of 1/3 octave bands, Hz
wc=[.1,1,1.25,1.6,2,2.5,3.15,4,5,6.3,8,10,12.5,16,20,25,31.5,40,50,63,80];
% ISO 2631 2.5 hr fatigue boundary in m/s^2 (VERTICAL ACCEL)
fat251V=[4.284,1.4,1.26,1.12,1,.9,.8,.71,.71,.71,.71];
fat252V=[.9,1.12,1.4,1.8,2.24,2.8,3.55,4.5,5.6,7.1];
fat25FV=[fat251V fat252V];
%
% ISO 2631 2.5 hr comfort boundary in g's (VERTICAL)
%
comf25=(fat25FV/3.15)/9.81;
% comf8 is the 8 hour reduced comfort boundary in g's
comf8=comf25/2.254;
% ISO standard weights for vertical acceleration
wgtV=[.0312,.0486,.079,.121,.182,.263,.352,.418,.459,.477,...
.482,.484,.494,.531,.631,.804,.967,1.039,1.054,1.036,...
.988,.902,.768,.636,.513,.405,.314,.246,.186,.132];
for i=8:length(whzc)
ii=find((F>=f1(i))&(F<=f2(i)));
rms(i)=sqrt(trapz(F(ii),P(ii)));
end
% weighted rms acceleration values
wgtrms=rms.*wgtV;
wgtrms2=wgtrms.^2;
if or(choice1== 'Y',choice1 =='y')
disp('********** Table of frequencies, weights, etc. *********')
disp('**** CG VERTICAL WEIGHTED ACCELERATION VALUES ****')
disp(' Freq RMS acc WgtV Wgt*RMSacc (Wgt*RMSacc)^2')
disp(' Hz g"s
g"s (g"s)^2')
disp(' ')
disp([whzc', rms', wgtV', wgtrms', wgtrms2'])
end
% Weighted RMS Acceleration, g's
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a0=sqrt(sum(wgtrms2));
if or(choice3 =='Y',choice3 =='y')
subplot(2,2,j)
loglog(whzc,rms,wc,comf25,'r--',wc,comf8,'g','linewidth',1.5)
fgg, %axis([10^-1 10^2 10^-3 1])
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontweight','bold'), ylabel('RMS Vertical Acceleration, g''s','fontweight','bold')
end

D.2.2 “weighteaccelx.m”
function [a0,rms,wgtrms,wgtrms2]=weightaccelx (P,F,choice1,choice3,j)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% weightaccelx.m
% computes the weighted RMS Longitudinal Acceleration
%program returns
% 1. Overall Weighted RMS Longitudinal Acceleration
% 2. RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band
% 3. Weighted RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band
% 4. Weighted RMS Acceleration at each 1/3 octave band squared - (#3)^2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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D.3

“Combined_WAruns.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% combined_WAruns.m
%
% Run after minidataplot.m
%
% Combines the 30 and 60 mph WA Runs and post-processes the data to find
% the RMS acceleration and plots it versus the 1976 ISO 2631 2.5 and 8 hour
% comfort data
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global wa60x1
global wa60x2
global wa60z1
global wa60z2
global wa30x1
global wa30x2
global wa30z1
global wa30z2
global fs
t60z1=[wa60z1(:,1)' wa60z1(:,2)' wa60z1(:,3)' wa60z1(:,4)' wa60z1(:,5)' wa60z1(:,6)' wa60z1(:,7)'
wa60z1(:,8)' wa60z1(:,9)' wa60z1(:,10)'];
t60z2=[wa60z2(:,1)' wa60z2(:,2)' wa60z2(:,3)' wa60z2(:,4)' wa60z2(:,5)' wa60z2(:,6)' wa60z2(:,7)'
wa60z2(:,8)' wa60z2(:,9)' wa60z2(:,10)'];
t60x1=[wa60x1(:,1)' wa60x1(:,2)' wa60x1(:,3)' wa60x1(:,4)' wa60x1(:,5)' wa60x1(:,6)' wa60x1(:,7)'
wa60x1(:,8)' wa60x1(:,9)' wa60x1(:,10)'];
t60x2=[wa60x2(:,1)' wa60x2(:,2)' wa60x2(:,3)' wa60x2(:,4)' wa60x2(:,5)' wa60x2(:,6)' wa60x2(:,7)'
wa60x2(:,8)' wa60x2(:,9)' wa60x2(:,10)'];
t30z1=[wa30z1(:,1)' wa30z1(:,2)' wa30z1(:,3)' wa30z1(:,4)' wa30z1(:,5)' wa30z1(:,6)' wa30z1(:,7)'
wa30z1(:,8)' wa30z1(:,9)' wa30z1(:,10)'];
t30z2=[wa30z2(:,1)' wa30z2(:,2)' wa30z2(:,3)' wa30z2(:,4)' wa30z2(:,5)' wa30z2(:,6)' wa30z2(:,7)'
wa30z2(:,8)' wa30z2(:,9)' wa30z2(:,10)'];
t30x1=[wa30x1(:,1)' wa30x1(:,2)' wa30x1(:,3)' wa30x1(:,4)' wa30x1(:,5)' wa30x1(:,6)' wa30x1(:,7)'
wa30x1(:,8)' wa30x1(:,9)' wa30x1(:,10)'];
t30x2=[wa30x2(:,1)' wa30x2(:,2)' wa30x2(:,3)' wa30x2(:,4)' wa30x2(:,5)' wa30x2(:,6)' wa30x2(:,7)'
wa30x2(:,8)' wa30x2(:,9)' wa30x2(:,10)'];
ddat60x1=detrend(t60x1-mean(t60x1));
ddat60z1=detrend(t60z1-mean(t60z1));
ddat60x2=detrend(t60x2-mean(t60x2));
ddat60z2=detrend(t60z2-mean(t60z2));
ddat30x1=detrend(t30x1-mean(t30x1));
ddat30z1=detrend(t30z1-mean(t30z1));
ddat30x2=detrend(t30x2-mean(t30x2));
ddat30z2=detrend(t30z2-mean(t30z2));
wa60x1filt=my_filt(ddat60x1,fs,60,[],4);
wa60z1filt=my_filt(ddat60z1,fs,60,[],4);
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wa60x2filt=my_filt(ddat60x2,fs,60,[],4);
wa60z2filt=my_filt(ddat60z2,fs,60,[],4);
wa30x1filt=my_filt(ddat30x1,fs,30,[],4);
wa30z1filt=my_filt(ddat30z1,fs,30,[],4);
wa30x2filt=my_filt(ddat30x2,fs,30,[],4);
wa30z2filt=my_filt(ddat30z2,fs,30,[],4);
[f60Px1,f60Fx1]=pwelch(wa60x1filt,[],[],length(wa60x1),fs);
[f60Pz1,f60Fz1]=pwelch(wa60z1filt,[],[],length(wa60z1),fs);
[f60Px2,f60Fx2]=pwelch(wa60x2filt,[],[],length(wa60x2),fs);
[f60Pz2,f60Fz2]=pwelch(wa60z2filt,[],[],length(wa60z2),fs);
[f30Px1,f30Fx1]=pwelch(wa30x1filt,[],[],length(wa30x1),fs);
[f30Pz1,f30Fz1]=pwelch(wa30z1filt,[],[],length(wa30z1),fs);
[f30Px2,f30Fx2]=pwelch(wa30x2filt,[],[],length(wa30x2),fs);
[f30Pz2,f30Fz2]=pwelch(wa30z2filt,[],[],length(wa30z2),fs);
figure
a0=weightaccelz(f60Pz1,f60Fz1,'N','Y',1);
title({'Tachometer RMS Vertical Acceleration';'60 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a060z1=a0;
a0=weightaccelz(f60Pz2,f60Fz2,'N','Y',2);
title({'Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration';'60 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a060z2=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(f60Px1,f60Fx1,'N','Y',3);
title({'Tachometer RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';'60 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a060x1=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(f60Px2,f60Fx2,'N','Y',4);
title({'Seat Rail RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';'60 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a060x2=a0;
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
%30 mph plots
figure
a0=weightaccelz(f30Pz1,f30Fz1,'N','Y',1);
title({'Tachometer RMS Vertical Acceleration';'30 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a030z1=a0;
a0=weightaccelz(f30Pz2,f30Fz2,'N','Y',2);
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title({'Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration';'30 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a030z2=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(f30Px1,f30Fx1,'N','Y',3);
title({'Tachometer RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';'30 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a030x1=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(f30Px2,f30Fx2,'N','Y',4);
title({'Seat Rail RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';'30 mph Weathered Asphalt run: Combined
Runs'},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
a030x2=a0;
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
a060_1=sqrt((a060x1)^2+a060z1^2);
a060_2=sqrt((a060x2)^2+a060z2^2);
a030_1=sqrt((a030x1)^2+a030z1^2);
a030_2=sqrt((a030x2)^2+a030z2^2);
fprintf('\nThe 60 mph ISO combined acceleration at the tachometer is %4.3f m/s^2',a060_1*9.81)
fprintf('\nThe 60 mph ISO combined acceleration at the seat rail is %4.3f m/s^2',a060_2*9.81)
fprintf('\nThe 30 mph ISO combined acceleration at the tachometer is %4.3f m/s^2',a030_1*9.81)
fprintf('\nThe 30 mph ISO combined acceleration at the seat rail is %4.3f m/s^2\n',a030_2*9.81)
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D.4

“Fourpost_5DOF.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% fourpost_5DOF.m DEVELOPED BY MAP 3-22-07 Calculates Displacement and
% and acceleration of DOFs Using 5 DOF CAR AND SIMULINK
%
% Updated 6/21/07 Parameters updated to coincide with report
% TR-07-113-ME-MMS
%
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive down
%
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%clear
close all
clear all
format short e
format compact
%diary a:rh4psd1.out
%% Vehicle Parameters
% Run Vehicle Configuration file
Param_Curb_2Front
vmph=30;
% speed, miles/hr
vmps=vmph*0.4469; % speed, meters/sec
w1=vmps/r;
% wheel rev frequency, rad/s
w1Hz=w1/(2*pi); % wheel rev frequency, Hz
%% Damper Data
% load Damper lookup curves
% updated MAP 5/22/08
% shockdata.m
shockdata

%% 4 Post Parameters
freq1=1;
%Start frequency, HZ
freq2=30;
%end frequency, HZ
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rate=.1;
%step rate, Hz/s
time=(freq2-freq1)/rate; %run time
% amp=.0165;
%test amplitude
amp=.179;
slope4post; %calls function to set the secondary slope of the 4post simulator
%Set pan phasing: 1 for in phase, -1 for out of phase
phase=1;
% Place holders for other road types
t=40;
z=1;
bump=1*t;
dbumpdt=1*t;
delstatf=1;
delstatr=1;
CF1=1;
CF2=1;
n=1;
%% Accelerometer Position
%Note Point P1 & P2 are the seat rail location and the tachometer location
%respectively
%
e=as-1.4224;
% distance(+ forward)from cg to point P1, m
%(mod MAP, 9/07)
h=.2794-hs;
% height of point P1 above cg, m
%(mod MAP,9/07)
e2=as-.7874;
% distance (+ forward) from cg to point p2, m
h2=.9144-hs;
% height of point P2 above cg, m
t2=L/vmps;

% time delay front to rear axle

%% Output of Input Data
%
% Output of Input Data
disp(' ********** Four Post 5 DOF Model ************')
disp(' ************** INPUT DATA *******************')
disp(' ')
%
fprintf('vmps, Speed,
m/s %.3e \n',vmps)
fprintf('r, Wheel Rolling Radius,
m
%.3e \n',r)
fprintf('w1Hz, Wheel Rev Frequency,
Hz
%.3e \n',w1Hz)
disp(' ')
disp('Data from K&C')
disp(' ')
fprintf('L, Wheelbase,
m
%.3e \n',L)
fprintf('ms+me,Chassis+engine+trans,
kg
%.3e \n',msc)
fprintf('asc, Chassis & engine CG to F Axle, m %.3e \n',asc)
fprintf('bsc, Chassis & engine CG to R Axle, m %.3e \n',bsc)
fprintf('icarc,Pitch Inertia of ms+me,
kg*m^2 %.3e \n',icar)
disp('*********************')
%
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disp(' ')
disp('Engine & Trans properties')
disp(' ')
% fprintf('zetaeng, Assumed engine damp ratio
%.3e \n',zetaeng)
% fprintf('freqeng, Assumed engine heave freq, Hz %.3e \n',freqeng)
fprintf('me, Engine+trans mass,
kg
%.3e \n',me)
fprintf('ke, Engine mount stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kev)
fprintf('ce, Engine Mount Damping,
N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cev)
fprintf('de, Engine to F Axle,
m
%.3e \n',de)
disp('*********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Chassis exclusive of engine properties')
disp(' ')%
fprintf('ms, Chassis sprung mass,
kg
%.3e \n',ms)
fprintf('as, Sprung mass: CG to F Axle, m
%.3e \n',as)
fprintf('bs, Sprung mass: CG to R Axle, m
%.3e \n',bs)
fprintf('hs, Sprung mass CG above ground, m
%.3e \n',hs)
% fprintf('e, Distance of P Forward of CG, m
%.3e \n',e)
% fprintf('h, Distance of P Above CG, m
%.3e \n',h)
%
fprintf('icar, Pitch Inertia of ms,
kg*m^2 %.3e \n',icar)
fprintf('mtf, Front Unsprung Mass,
kg
%.3e \n',mtf)
fprintf('mtr, Rear Unsprung Mass,
kg, %.3e \n',mtr)
disp('**********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Suspension Properties')
disp(' ')
fprintf('kf, F-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kf)
fprintf('kr, R-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kr)
%
fprintf('cf, F-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cf)
fprintf('cr, R-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cr)
%
fprintf('ktf, F-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktf)
fprintf('ktr, R-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktr)
%
fprintf('ctf, F-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctf)
fprintf('ctr, R-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctr)
%
fprintf('t2, Time Delay: F to R axle, s
%.3e \n',t2)
%% Run Simulation
%
% check=1 runs linear shock model
% check=0 runs nonlinear shock model
check=1;
% check2=1 runs linear TWEEL Stiffness model
% check2=0 runs nonlinear TWEEL Stiffness model
check2=1;
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% road_choice=1 runs 4_post input
% road_choice=2 runs WA road input
% road_choice=3 runs Discrete Bump input
road_choice=1;
% DOF5
[T,X,Y]=sim('DOF5C',time);
%% Post Process Data
azseat=(aZs+atheta*e)*-1;
%vertical acceleration of the seat rail
axseat=(atheta*h*-1)*-1;
%longitudinal acceleration of the seat rail
aztach=(aZs+atheta*e2)*-1; %vertical acceleratioin of the tach mount
axtach=(atheta*h2*-1)*-1;
%longitudinal acceleration of the tach mount
fpana=Front_acc4post(:,2);
rpana=Rear_acc(:,2);
pansa=[fpana rpana];
pansd=[fpand rpand];
disp('Do You Want to Post Process the Data?')
choice=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
if choice == 'Y' || choice =='y'
[A,B,C,D]=linmod('DOF5_4Post');
eigs=eig(A);
%
% Natural Freqs & Damping Ratios
[wn,zeta]=damp(A);
%
if check ==1
disp(' ')
disp('The Linear Model was Run')
else
disp(' ')
disp('The Non-Linear Model was Run')
end
disp(' ')
disp('EIGENVALUES')
disp(eigs)
disp(' ')
disp('wn, Hz Zeta')
disp([wn/(2*pi), zeta])
disp(' ')
else
end
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D.4.1 “Slope4post.m”
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Slope4post.m
% find output frequency based on slope requirements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
syms x
global tchange
change=1/3.25; % 1/change=% slope increases from norm frequencchange output
freq2=30; %Hz
freq1=1; %Hz
ttotal=290;
t=40;
tchange=t;
eqn1=2*pi*(freq2-x)/(ttotal/change)*t+2*pi*x-(2*pi*(freq2-freq1)/(ttotal)*t+2*pi*freq1);
[x]=solve(eqn1,x);
freq=eval(x);
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D.5

“Param_Curb_Driver.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Param_Curb_Driver.m
%
% Paramater File of BMW Mini Cooper at Curb Weight + Driver
% "Configuration 1"
%
% Paramater Values as reported in:
% Law, E.H., "Development of INput Parameters for a Simulation of the
% Vertical Ride Response of a Model Year 2007, MBW Mini", Report
% TR-07-113-ME-MMS, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Clemson University,
% May 2007.
%
% Parameter Values Updated as per TR-07-120-ME-MMS, 5/6/08
% Parameter Values Updated as per simulation tuning, 12/08
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Vehicle Parameters
%
g=9.81;
%acceleration due to gravity, m/s^2
r=0.293;
% tire dyn rolling radius, m (175/65 R15)
L=2.468;
% wheelbase, m
% me=200;
me=272;
% engine & trans mass, kg
de=-.157;
%distance of engine cg behind the Front Axle, m
%% Load Dependent Parameters
hs=.602;
% sprung mass CG above ground, m
msc=1071;
% combined engine & chassis mass, kg
asc=0.963;
% distance of combined eng & chassis CG from F axle, m
ms=msc-me;
% chassis sprung mass, kg
icar=680.4; % pitch inertia of sprung mass with two front seat passengers, kg m^2
%% Calculated Parameters
bsc=L-asc;

% distance of combined eng & chassis CG from R axle, m

as=(msc*asc-me*de)/ms; % chassis sprung mass cg to front axle, m
bs=L-as;
% chassis sprung mass cg to rear axle, m
c=as-de;
% engine to CG of chassis sprung mass, m
%
% kev=870.5e3;
% eng mount stiff, N/m
% cev=263.9;
% eng mount damping, N/(m/s)
freqeng=10.5;
% assumed natural freq of one DOF engine, Hz
zetaeng=0.01;
% assumed zeta of one DOF engine
kev=((2*pi*freqeng)^2)*me;
% eng mount stiff, N/m
cev=2*zetaeng*(2*pi*freqeng)*me; % eng mount damping, N/(m/s)
%% Unsprung Mass Parameters
mtf=141;
% unsprung mass, front axle, kg
mtr=111;
% unsprung mass, rear axle, kg
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%
kf=66.3*1000;
% front susp stiff, per axle, N/m
kr=50.6*1000;
% rear susp stiff, per axle, N/m
%
%
% cf=6030;
% front susp damp, per axle, N/(m/sec)
% cr=9961;
% rear susp damp, per axle, N/(m/sec)
cf=7839;
cr=5180;
%
ktf=464.04e3;
% front tire stiff, per axle, N/m
ktr=464.04e3;
% rear tire stiff, per axle, N/m
ctf=93.6;
% front tire damp, per axle, N/(m/sec)
ctr=93.6;
% rear tire damp, per axle, N/(m/sec)
%
mFaxle=msc*(L-asc)/L; %mass on front axle
mRaxle=msc*asc/L;
%mass on rear axle
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D.6

“Param_Curb_2Front.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Param_Curb_2Front.m
%
% Paramater File of BMW Mini Cooper at Curb Weight + Driver + Passenger
% "Configuration 2"
%
% Paramater Values as reported in:
% Law, E.H., "Development of INput Parameters for a Simulation of the
% Vrtical Ride Response of a Model Year 2007, MBW Mini", Report
% TR-07-113-ME-MMS, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Clemson University,
% May 2007.
%
% Parameter Values Updated as per TR-07-120-ME-MMS, 5/6/08
% Parameter Values Updated as per simulation tuning, 12/08
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

D.7

“Param_GVW.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Param_GVW.m
%
% Paramater File of BMW Mini Cooper at Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW)
% "Configuration 3"
%
% Paramater Values as reported in:
% Law, E.H., "Development of INput Parameters for a Simulation of the
% Vrtical Ride Response of a Model Year 2007, MBW Mini", Report
% TR-07-113-ME-MMS, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Clemson
% University, May 2007.
%
% Parameter Values Updated as per TR-07-120-ME-MMS, 5/6/08
%
Parameter Values Updated as per simulation tuning, 12/08
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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D.8

“Shockdata.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% shockdata.m
%
% creates the lookup table parameters needed to use the shock dyno data in
% the Simulink programs. Note that the data is multiplied by two since
% this is a per axle force, and not a per corner force.
%
% Created by MAP 5/22/08
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Create Lookup Tables for Dampers
% Equations from Excel Data Regression
velshock.f1=-1:.01:-.25;
velshock.f2=-.24:.01:.2;
velshock.f3=.21:.01:1;
frontforce1=(-497.52*velshock.f1+358.48)*2;
frontforce2=(88768*velshock.f2.^5+110931*velshock.f2.^4+14449*velshock.f2.^3 ...
-10290*velshock.f2.^2-4031.1*velshock.f2)*2;
frontforce3=(-468.75*velshock.f3-801.25)*2;
frontforce=fliplr([frontforce1 frontforce2 frontforce3]);
velshock.r1=-1:.01:-.4;
velshock.r2=-.39:.01:-.1;
velshock.r3=-.09:.01:.13;
velshock.r4=.14:.01:.22;
velshock.r5=.23:.01:1;
rearforce1=(-391.7*velshock.r1+273.3)*2;
rearforce2=(-649.8*velshock.r2+170.1)*2;
rearforce3=(208662*velshock.r3.^4+39380*velshock.r3.^3-26550*velshock.r3.^2 ...
-5177.8*velshock.r3)*2;
rearforce4=(208662*velshock.r4.^4+39380*velshock.r4.^3-26550*velshock.r4.^2 ...
-5177.8*velshock.r4-88)*2;
rearforce5=(-1237.3*velshock.r5-1339.8)*2;
rearforce=fliplr([rearforce1 rearforce2 rearforce3 rearforce4 rearforce5]);
velshock=-1:.01:1;

ff=1; %Fudge Factor For Rear Damping Curve
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D.9

“Shockdata1C.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% shockdata1C.m
%
%
% creates the lookup table parameters needed to use the shock dyno data in
% the Simulink programs. Note that the data is multiplied by two since
% this is a per axle force, and not a per corner force.
%
% Created by MAP 5/22/08
%
% This data is for the 19 mm, .125 m/s damper curves
% 6/9/08 - MAP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Create Lookup Tables for Dampers
%% Create Spline Curves for Force vs. velocity data
frontvelshock1=-.12:.001:-.025;
frontvelshock2=-.024:.001:.049;
frontvelshock3=.05:.001:.12;
Frontforce1=-2999.4*frontvelshock1-11.355;
Frontforce2=-32159*frontvelshock2.^2-3349.2*frontvelshock2;
Frontforce3=-8926.7*frontvelshock3+198.435;
fForce=[Frontforce1 Frontforce2 Frontforce3];
frontforce=fliplr(2*fForce);
velshock=-.12:.001:.12;
Rforce=-166774*velshock.^3-41130*velshock.^2-3750*velshock;
rearforce=fliplr(2*Rforce);
ff=.5; %Fudge Factor For Rear Damping Curve
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D.10

“Road_mp4.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% road_psd.m DEVELOPED BY D. MOLINE - Date Unknown
%
% modified by: MAP 2/20/08
% modification yielded a road profile with NN=2.1 and Csp=3.2e-8
%
% road.m is a manually saved output of road profile in order to yield
% repetetive results.
%
% Any modifications to this program should result in road.mat being updated
% road=[tout road(:,3)]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% clear all
% A little program to check the results of random road profile generation via
% summation of sine waves in Simulink.
%for nfreq=[50 100 200 300 400]
% First, basic data
randn('state',0);
minfreq=.5; % Minimum, Hz
% maxfreq=60; % Maximum, Hz
maxfreq=50;
% nfreq=600; % No. of components
nfreq=400;
% Q=-.11; % our exponent on amplitude
Q=.3;
phases0=randn(1,nfreq)*pi; % vector of phases
phases1=randn(1,nfreq)*pi; % a second vector of phases for creating different tracks.
sc=0; % fraction scaling for mixing the two tracks. 0 for identical.
A=.0022; %Amplitude
Param_Curb_Driver
vmph=30; %vehicle speed, mph
v=vmph*.44704; %vehicle speed, m/s
vmps=v;
%Load shock Data
shockdata1c
%Note Point P1 & P2 are the seat rail location and the tachometer location
%respectively
%
% e=as-1.4224;
% distance(+ forward)from cg to point P1, m
e=as-1.23;
%(mod MAP,9/07)
% h=0.2794-hs;
% height of point P1 above sprung mass cg, m
h=.674-hs;
%(mod MAP 9/08)
e2=as-.7874;
% distance (+ forward) from cg to point p2, m
h2=.9144-hs;
% height of point P2 above sprung mass cg, m
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r1=[e 0 h];
r2=[e2 0 h2];

%distance vector from CG to point P1 (RH C.S. z+)
%distance vector from CG to point P2 (RH C.S. z+)

%% Modified Engine Data
me=272;
freqeng=10.5;
% assumed natural freq of one DOF engine, Hz
zetaeng=0.005;
% assumed zeta of one DOF engine
kev=((2*pi*freqeng)^2)*me;
% eng mount stiff, N/m
cev=2*zetaeng*(2*pi*freqeng)*me; % eng mount damping, N/(m/s)
ff=.5;
%% Model Settings
% check=1 runs linear shock model
% check=0 runs nonlinear shock model
check=0;
% check=1 runs linear TWEEL model
% check=0 runs TWEEL model
check2=1;
% road_choice=1 runs 4_post input
% road_choice=2 runs WA road input
% road_choice=3 runs Discrete Bump input
road_choice=2;
tic
count=1;
for iii=1:10;

% Csp iteration

CSP(iii)=(1e-8)+iii*2e-9;
Cspp=CSP(iii);
% Cspp=1.2e-8
for jjj=1:10;
% NN iteration

%

NN(jjj)=1.5 + (jjj-1)*.1;
NNN=NN(jjj);
NNN=1.5
diff=1;
disp(count)
count=count+1;
while abs(diff)>.1

freqs0=linspace(minfreq,maxfreq,nfreq); % vector of frequencies, Hz. Linear gives flat vel PSD
% amp0=.00056*freqs0.^(Q); % Amplitude. Either constant or frequency dependent.
amp0=A*freqs0.^(Q);
% now some custom stuff for switching between 1 and 2 "wheels" at a time
ith=3; freq=[freqs0; freqs0]; phases=[phases0; phases0+sc*freqs0/max(freq).*phases1];
amp=[amp0; amp0]; % 2 wheels, displacement in 3rd and 4th col
%ith=2; freq=freqs0; phases=phases0; amp=amp0; % 1 wheels, displacement in 2nd col
%

%tic, sim untitled, toc % the simulation, for now
tic,
sim('road_test',20,simset('reltol',1e-3,...
'abstol',1e-3,'refine',1,'solver','FixedStepDiscrete','fixedstep',1e-2)), %toc
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% Time results: 2 wheels take twice as long as 1 wheel, both with matrices
% Matrices or "nat'l" vectors makes no difference for one wheel.
%Desired PSD
Csp=Cspp;
N=NNN;

step=.1;
whz=minfreq:step:maxfreq;
% Frequency range in Hz
w=2*pi*whz;
% Frequency range in rad/s
%
% ROAD PSD
%
for kk=1:length(whz),
rpsd(kk)=(2*pi*vmps)^(N-1)*Csp/(w(kk)^N);
% PSD in m^2/(rad/s)
end
area1=trapz(whz,rpsd*2*pi);
% now the analysis...
% First, get the PSD
% [p,f]=psd(road(:,2),2^11,1/(tout(2)-tout(1)));
[p,f]=pwelch(road(:,ith),[],[],2^13,1/(tout(2)-tout(1)));
% pick off the range of interest
jj=find(f<=maxfreq&f>=minfreq);
ii=jj; %(4:end);
% Do the fit, assuming a power model over the range of interest
ccc=[ones(size(ii(:))) log(f(ii))]\log(p(ii));
%Area under fit
%fit values
Prr=exp(ccc(1))*f(ii).^ccc(2);
area2=trapz(f(ii),Prr);
%
%
%

diff=(area1-area2)/area1*100;
N
ccc(2)
diff
if abs((abs(ccc(2))-N)/N*100)<1
if area1>area2
A=A+.05*A;
else
A=A-.01*A;
end
elseif abs(ccc(2))>N
Q=Q+.01;
diff=1;
else
Q=Q-.005;
diff=1;
end
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end
Road=road;
road=[tout*v road(:,3)];
amp=-1*road(:,2)'; %road amplitude
dist=road(:,1)'; %corresponding time vector
% [z,t]=roadinput(vmph,amp,tout);
z=amp;
t=dist/vmps;

%Creates a road Vector

w1=vmps/r;
% wheel rev frequency, rad/s
w1Hz=w1/(2*pi); % wheel rev frequency, Hz
% Place holders for other road types
freq=1;
freq1=2;
freq2=5;
time=1;
tchange=30;
change=2;
phase=1;
amp=1;
bump=1*t;
dbumpdt=1*t;
%Place holder for TWEELs
delstatf=1;
delstatr=1;
CF1=1;
CF2=1;
n=1;
%% Run Model
% DOF5
[T,X,Y]=sim('DOF5C',t(end));
%%
%create acceleration and angular velocity vectors
zero=zeros(size(aZs)); %creates a column of zeros as placeholders
aG=[zero zero aZs]/-1;
alpha=[zero atheta zero]/-1;
omega=[zero omegatheta zero]/-1;
%Create array of distance vectors to allow for matrix algebra
temp1=zeros(size(aG));
R1=[temp1(:,1)+r1(1) temp1(:,2)+r1(2) temp1(:,3)+r1(3)];
aseat=(aG+mcross(alpha,R1)+mcross(omega,mcross(omega,R1)));
azp=aseat(:,3);
axp=aseat(:,1);
fs=1/(To(2)-To(1));

% time-step size from solver
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% Next stmt is PSD of the z comp of accel of point P in (m/s^2)^2/hz
[Pazp,Fazp]=pwelch(azp,[],[],length(azp),fs);
% Next stmt is PSD of the x comp of accel of point P in (m/s^2)^2/hz
[Paxp,Faxp]=pwelch(axp,[],[],length(axp),fs);
%
% The value of a0 for VERTICAL at Point P is (m/s^2)
a0_Z_P=weightaccelz(Pazp,Fazp,'N','N',1);
%
% The value of a0 for LONGITUDINAL at Point P is (m/s^2)
a0_X_P=weightaccelx(Paxp,Faxp,'N','N',1);
%
% The value of aV for combined x and z wgt
aVtarget=.1638;
aV=((a0_X_P)^2 + a0_Z_P^2)^0.5;
% corrected EHL 4/10/07
aVV(iii,jjj)=aV;
percent=abs((aVtarget-aV)/aV)*100;
pcent(iii,jjj)=percent;
AAA(iii,jjj)=A;
QQQ(iii,jjj)=Q;
ROAD{iii,jjj}=Road(:,3);
end
% End of NN loop
end
% End of Csp(iii) loop
toc
figure
surf(NN,CSP,aVV)
ylabel('Csp','fontweight','bold')
xlabel('N','fontweight','bold')
zlabel('aV combined, m/s^2','fontweight','bold')
grid on
%
figure
surf(NN,CSP,pcent)
ylabel('Csp','fontweight','bold')
xlabel('N','fontweight','bold')
zlabel('% diff of aV from target','fontweight','bold')
grid on

disp(' ')
disp('Min Percent Diff')
disp(min(pcent(:)))
disp(' ')
[mm,k]=find(pcent==min(pcent(:))) % mm corr to Csp, k corr to NN
disp('Corresponding aV value, m/s^2')
disp([aVV(mm,k)])
disp(' ')
disp('Corresponding Csp value')
disp([CSP(mm)])
disp(' ')
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disp('N value')
disp([NN(k)])
%end

% Plot the results
figure(3)
loglog(f(jj),p(jj),f(ii),exp(c(1))*f(ii).^c(2))
figure(5)
loglog(f,p,f,exp(c(1))*f.^c(2),whz,2*pi*rpsd)
FGG
% for multiple track profiles
if size(freq,1)==2,
figure(4)
% Neither of these seem particularly useful...to sensitive to NFFT ([] right now)
%csd(road(:,3),road(:,4),[],1/(tout(2)-tout(1)))
%cohere(road(:,3),road(:,4),[],1/(tout(2)-tout(1)))
%subplot(211),
plot(tout,road(:,3:4)),fgg
%subplot(224), plot(road(:,3),road(:,4)),fgg,axis square
end
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D.11

“Road5DOFShock.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% ROAD5DOFShock.m DEVELOPED BY MAP 3-22-07 Calculates Acceleration and
% Displacement of a 5 DOF CAR running over a random road using SIMULINK
%
% Updated 6/21/07 Parameters updated to coincide with report
% TR-07-113-ME-MMS
%
% Updated 2/20/08 Updated to use new road input program roadinput.m
%
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive down
%
% Also calculates ISO 2631 comfort curves & rms acceleration in 1/3
% octave bands as well as the ISO weighted rms acceleration
%
% %Shock Data updated 5/22/08 - MAP
% %Place Holders added to use DOF5C program 10/28/08 - MAP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% clear all
% close all
format short e
format compact
%
%% Load Vehicle Parameters
weightchoice=input('Choose Vehicle Load: \n 1. Curb + Driver \n 2. Curb + 2 Passengers \n 3. GVW \n
>>');
if weightchoice==1
Param_Curb_Driver
elseif weightchoice==2
Param_Curb_2Front
elseif weightchoice==3
Param_GVW
end
%% Define Road Profile Based on Run Velocity
%The Program road_psd.m was used to create a road profile with NN=2.1 and
%Csp=3.2e-8 for a 30 mph run. The data was saved to road.mat
load road.mat
choice=input('Please Enter Run Speed in MPH = ');
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vmph=choice;
%speed, mph
vmps=vmph*.44704; %speed, m/s
amp=-1*road(:,2)'; %road amplitude
dist=road(:,1)'; %corresponding time vector
% [z,t]=roadinput(vmph,amp,tout);
z=amp;
t=dist/vmps;

%Creates a road Vector

w1=vmps/r;
% wheel rev frequency, rad/s
w1Hz=w1/(2*pi); % wheel rev frequency, Hz
% Place holders for other road types
freq=1;
freq1=2;
freq2=5;
time=1;
tchange=30;
change=2;
phase=1;
amp=1;
bump=1*t;
dbumpdt=1*t;
%Place holder for TWEELs
delstatf=1;
delstatr=1;
CF1=1;
CF2=1;
n=1;
%% Damper Data
%updated 5/22/08
% shockdata
%updated 5/29/09 - hysteretic shock
% shockdata1B
%
shockdata1C
%updated 5/30/08
% Create Lookup Tables for Dampers
% Equations from Excel Data Regression
% velshock.f1=-1:.01:-.25;
% velshock.f2a=-.24:.01:-.01;
% velshock.f2b=.01:.01:.2;
% velshock.f3=.21:.01:1;
% frontforce1=(-419.96*velshock.f1+445.11)*-1;
% frontforce2a=(88768*velshock.f2a.^5+110931*velshock.f2a.^4+14449*velshock.f2a.^3 ...
%
-10290*velshock.f2a.^2-4031.1*velshock.f2a+66.147)*-1;
% frontforce2b=(88768*velshock.f2b.^5+110931*velshock.f2b.^4+14449*velshock.f2b.^3 ...
%
-10290*velshock.f2b.^2-4031.1*velshock.f2b+66.147)*-1;
% frontforce3=(-501.28*velshock.f3-774.59)*-1;
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% frontforce=[frontforce1 frontforce2a 0 frontforce2b frontforce3];
%
% velshock.r1=-1:.01:-.4;
% velshock.r2a=-.39:.01:-.01;
% velshock.r2b=.01:.01:.25;
% velshock.r3=.26:.01:1;
%
% rearforce1=(-379.5*velshock.r1+286.62)*-1;
% rearforce2a=(326234*velshock.r2a.^5+202992*velshock.r2a.^4-1185.5*velshock.r2a.^3 ...
%
-21407*velshock.r2a.^2-4999.1*velshock.r2a-109.36)*-1;
% rearforce2b=(326234*velshock.r2b.^5+202992*velshock.r2b.^4-1185.5*velshock.r2b.^3 ...
%
-21407*velshock.r2b.^2-4999.1*velshock.r2b-109.36)*-1;
% rearforce3=(-1145*velshock.r3-1409.7)*-1;
% rearforce=[rearforce1 rearforce2a 0 rearforce2b rearforce3];
%
% velshock=-1:.01:1;
%Note Point P1 & P2 are the seat rail location and the tachometer location
%respectively
%
e=as-1.4224;
% distance(+ forward)from cg to point P1, m
% e=as-1.23;
%(mod MAP,9/07)
h=0.2794-hs;
% height of point P1 above sprung mass cg, m
% h=.674-hs;
%(mod MAP 9/08)
e2=as-.7874;
% distance (+ forward) from cg to point p2, m
h2=.9144-hs;
% height of point P2 above sprung mass cg, m
r1=[e 0 h];
r2=[e2 0 h2];

%distance vector from CG to point P1 (RH C.S. z+)
%distance vector from CG to point P2 (RH C.S. z+)

t2=(as+bs)/vmps;
%
%% Output of Input Data
%
% Output of Input Data
disp(' ********** Four Post 5 DOF Model ************')
disp(' ************** INPUT DATA *******************')
disp(' ')
%
fprintf('vmps, Speed,
m/s %.3e \n',vmps)
fprintf('r, Wheel Rolling Radius,
m
%.3e \n',r)
fprintf('w1Hz, Wheel Rev Frequency,
Hz
%.3e \n',w1Hz)
disp(' ')
disp('Data from K&C')
disp(' ')
fprintf('L, Wheelbase,
m
%.3e \n',L)
fprintf('ms+me,Chassis+engine+trans,
kg
%.3e \n',msc)
fprintf('asc, Chassis & engine CG to F Axle, m %.3e \n',asc)
fprintf('bsc, Chassis & engine CG to R Axle, m %.3e \n',bsc)
% fprintf('icarc,Pitch Inertia of ms+me,
kg*m^2 %.3e \n',icarc)
disp('*********************')
%
disp(' ')
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disp('Engine & Trans properties')
disp(' ')
% fprintf('zetaeng, Assumed engine damp ratio
%.3e \n',zetaeng)
% fprintf('freqeng, Assumed engine heave freq, Hz %.3e \n',freqeng)
fprintf('me, Engine+trans mass,
kg
%.3e \n',me)
fprintf('ke, Engine mount stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kev)
fprintf('ce, Engine Mount Damping,
N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cev)
fprintf('de, Engine to F Axle,
m
%.3e \n',de)
disp('*********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Chassis exclusive of engine properties')
disp(' ')%
fprintf('ms, Chassis sprung mass,
kg
%.3e \n',ms)
fprintf('as, Sprung mass: CG to F Axle, m
%.3e \n',as)
fprintf('bs, Sprung mass: CG to R Axle, m
%.3e \n',bs)
fprintf('hs, Sprung mass CG above ground, m
%.3e \n',hs)
% fprintf('e, Distance of P Forward of CG, m
%.3e \n',e)
% fprintf('h, Distance of P Above CG, m
%.3e \n',h)
%
fprintf('icar, Pitch Inertia of ms,
kg*m^2 %.3e \n',icar)
fprintf('mtf, Front Unsprung Mass,
kg
%.3e \n',mtf)
fprintf('mtr, Rear Unsprung Mass,
kg, %.3e \n',mtr)
disp('**********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Suspension Properties')
disp(' ')
fprintf('kf, F-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kf)
fprintf('kr, R-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kr)
%
fprintf('cf, F-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cf)
fprintf('cr, R-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cr)
%
fprintf('ktf, F-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktf)
fprintf('ktr, R-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktr)
%
fprintf('ctf, F-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctf)
fprintf('ctr, R-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctr)
%
fprintf('t2, Time Delay: F to R axle, s
%.3e \n',t2)
%% Run The Model
% check=1 runs linear shock model
% check=0 runs nonlinear shock model
check=0;
% check=1 runs linear TWEEL model
% check=0 runs TWEEL model
check2=1;
% road_choice=1 runs 4_post input
% road_choice=2 runs WA road input
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% road_choice=3 runs Discrete Bump input
road_choice=2;
% DOF5
[T,X,Y]=sim('DOF5C',t(end));
%% post process acceleration data
%plot(t,Zs);
% The multiplication by -g accounts for switching from m/s^2 to g's and
% that +z is down
% assign Simulink outputs
aZs=aZs;
%sprung mass vertical acceleration, m/s^2
atheta=atheta;
%sprung mass pitch acceleration, rad/s^2
omegatheta=omegatheta; %sprung mass pitch velocity, rad/s
Zs=Zs;
%sprung mass vertical displacement, m
Ztf=Ztf;
%front tire vertical displacement, m
Ztr=Ztr;
%rear tire vertical displacement, m
theta=theta;
%sprung mass angular position, rad
zroadf=Zroadf;
%road profile, m
zroadr=Zroadr;
%road profile at the rear wheel, m
zroadfdot=Zroadfdot; %rate of change of the road wrt time at front tire, m/s
zroadrdot=Zroadrdot; %rate of change of the road wrt time at rear tire, m/s
ztfdot=Ztfdot;
%front tire vertical velocity, m/s
ztrdot=Ztrdot;
%rear tire vertical velocity, m/s
%create acceleration and angular velocity vectors
zero=zeros(size(aZs)); %creates a column of zeros as placeholders
aG=[zero zero aZs]/-1;
alpha=[zero atheta zero]/-1;
omega=[zero omegatheta zero]/-1;
%Create array of distance vectors to allow for matrix algebra
temp1=zeros(size(aG));
temp2=zeros(size(aG));
R1=[temp1(:,1)+r1(1) temp1(:,2)+r1(2) temp1(:,3)+r1(3)];
R2=[temp2(:,1)+r2(1) temp2(:,2)+r2(2) temp2(:,3)+r2(3)];
aseat=(aG+mcross(alpha,R1)+mcross(omega,mcross(omega,R1)))/g;
atach=(aG+mcross(alpha,R2)+mcross(omega,mcross(omega,R2)))/g;
azseat=aseat(:,3);
axseat=aseat(:,1);
aztach=atach(:,3);
axtach=atach(:,1);
% azseat2=(aZs+atheta*e)/-g;
%vertical acceleration of the seat rail, g's
% axseat2=(-atheta*h*-1)/-g;
%longitudinal acceleration of the seat rail, g's
% aztach2=(aZs+atheta*e2)/-g; %vertical acceleratioin of the tach mount, g's
% axtach2=(-atheta*h2*-1)/-g;
%longitudinal acceleration of the tach mount, g's
fs=1/(To(2)-To(1)); %% time-step size from solver
% delay=5;
%Plot the unfiltered PSD of the Data
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[Px1,Fx1]=pwelch(axtach,[],[],length(axtach),fs);
[Pz1,Fz1]=pwelch(aztach,[],[],length(aztach),fs);
[Px2,Fx2]=pwelch(axseat,[],[],length(axseat),fs);
[Pz2,Fz2]=pwelch(azseat,[],[],length(azseat),fs);
disp('Do you want to print out plots?')
choice13=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp(['Do You Want' num2str(vmph) ' mph WA PSD plots?'])
choice3=input('Please indicate your choice = ','s');
disp(['Do You Want', num2str(vmph),' mph WA Tables?'])
choice5=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
disp(['Do You Want', num2str(vmph),' mph RMS plots?'])
choice7=input('Please indidcate your choice = ','s');
%create plot title header
if check==1
pt=[num2str(vmph),' mph Run: Linear Simulation'];
else
pt=[num2str(vmph),' mph Run: Non-Linear Simulation'];
end
if choice3 == 'Y'
subplot(4,1,1)
loglog(Fx1,Px1)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Tachometer';pt},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
%axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,2)
loglog(Fx2,Px2)
title({'PSD for x-accel at the Seat Rail';pt},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
%axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,3)
loglog(Fz1,Pz1)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Tachometer';pt},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
%axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
subplot(4,1,4)
loglog(Fz2,Pz2)
title({'PSD for z-accel at the Seat Rail';pt},'fontweight','bold')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)'),ylabel('g''s'),grid
%axis([0.9 65 10^-7 10^-2])
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if choice13 == 'Y'
print -dwin
end
end
%% find center frequency rms accelerations of Filtered Data
if choice7 == 'Y'
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figure
end
a0=weightaccelz(Pz1,Fz1,choice5,choice7,1);
if choice7 == 'Y'
title({'Tachometer RMS Vertical Acceleration';pt},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0z1=a0;
a0=weightaccelz(Pz2,Fz2,choice5,choice7,2);
if choice7 == 'Y'
title({'Seat Rail RMS Vertical Acceleration';pt},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Vertical Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0z2=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(Px1,Fx1,choice5,choice7,3);
if choice7 == 'Y'
title({'Tachometer RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';pt},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Longitudinal Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x1=a0;
a0=weightaccelx(Px2,Fx2,choice5,choice7,4);
if choice7 == 'Y'
title({'Seat Rail RMS Longitudinal Acceleration';pt},'fontweight','bold')
legend('RMS Longitudinal Acceleration','ISO 2.5 hr Comfort','ISO 8 hr Comfort')
end
a0x2=a0;
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape', 'PaperPosition', [.25, .25, 10.5, 8])
if choice13 == 'Y'
print -dwin
end
%% calculate the overall weighted acceleration
a01=sqrt((a0x1)^2+a0z1^2);
a02=sqrt((a0x2)^2+a0z2^2);
disp(' ')
fprintf('*** %6.0f mph Weathered Asphalt, Run: simulation *** \n\n',vmph)
disp('******* Weighted RMS Acceleration, a0, g''s *******')
disp(' Tach x Tach z Rail x Rail z')
disp([a0x1 a0z1 a0x2 a0z2])
fprintf('The Overall Tachometer sensor weighted accel is: %6.3f g\n\n',a01)
fprintf('The Overall Seat Rail sensor weighted accel is: %6.3f g \n\n',a02)
disp(' ')
disp('a0 < 0.032 g
disp('0.032 < a0 < 0.064 g
disp('0.051 < a0 < 0.102 g

Not Uncomfortable')
A Little Uncomfortable')
Fairly Uncomfortable')
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disp('0.082 < a0 < 0.163 g Uncomfortable')
disp('0.128 < a0 < 0.255 g Very Uncomfortable')
disp('a0 > 0.204 g
Extremely Uncomfortable')
disp(' ')
%% Calculate RMS Tire-to-Road Force
%Determine Wheel Deflection
fwd=Ztf-zroadf;
% Front Wheel Deflection
rwd=Ztr-zroadr;
% Rear Wheel Deflection
%F=C_tire*road_velocity+k_tire*wheel_deflection
Ftf=ctf*(ztfdot-zroadfdot)+ktf*fwd;
Ftr=ctr*(ztrdot-zroadrdot)+ktr*rwd;
% The next statement is the root mean square of the tire Forces
rmsftf=(sum(Ftf.^2)/length(Ftf))^.5;
rmsrtf=(sum(Ftr.^2)/length(Ftf))^.5;
fprintf('The RMS front Tire-to-Road Force is %.6f N \n',rmsftf)
fprintf('The RMS rear Tire-to-Road Force is %.6f N \n', rmsrtf)
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D.11.1 “Road5DOFShock1F.m”
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Road5DOFshock1F.m DEVELOPED 5/22/08 BY MAP based on
%
% rh5psd5D.m DEVELOPED BY EHL 2-25-93 (psd6.m) & MODIFIED 9-23-96
% CALCULATES PSDs
% OF 5 DOF CAR with TWEELS %
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive down
%
% Also calculates ISO 2631 comfort curves & rms acceleration in 1/3
% octave bands as well as the ISO weighted rms acceleration
%
% updated Jan 2007, EHL & slightly modified from rh4psd4.m
%
% ISO weighted RMS acceleration corrected; as & bs substituted
% for a & b,April & May 2007, EHL
%
% Engine DOF added May 2007, EHL
%
% Choice of configurations added, Dec. 29, 2007, EHL
%
% Includes TWEEL stiffness and damping values, Jan 3, 2008
%
% Code rewritten to Work with Simulink 5 DOF model, May 22, 2008
%
% Includes TWEEL nonlinear Stiffness, July 12, 2008
%
% Plots results for N=.9 Nonlinear TWEEL VS. OEM TIRE and N=.7 Linear Tweel, Aug 5, 2008
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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D.11.2 “Road5DOFSHOCK1G.m”
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Road5DOFshock1G.m DEVELOPED 5/22/08 BY MAP based on
%
% rh5psd5D.m DEVELOPED BY EHL 2-25-93 (psd6.m) & MODIFIED 9-23-96
% CALCULATES PSDs
% OF 5 DOF CAR with TWEELS %
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive downn
%
% Also calculates ISO 2631 comfort curves & rms acceleration in 1/3
% octave bands as well as the ISO weighted rms acceleration
%
% updated Jan 2007, EHL & slightly modified from rh4psd4.m
%
% ISO weighted RMS acceleration corrected; as & bs substituted
% for a & b,April & May 2007, EHL
%
% Engine DOF added May 2007, EHL
%
% Choice of configurations added, Dec. 29, 2007, EHL
%
% Includes TWEEL stiffness and damping values, Jan 3, 2008
%
% Code rewritten to Work with Simulink 5 DOF model, May 22, 2008
%
% Includes TWEEL nonlinear Stiffness, July 12, 2008
%
% Plots results for N=.9 Nonlinear TWEEL VS. OEM TIRE and N=.7 Linear Tweel, Aug 5, 2008
%
% Compares Nonlinear dmax=15, N=.6 to Nonlinear dmax =20, N=.6 and OE Tire
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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D.12

“NFBumpRoad5DOFshock1A.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% NFBumpRoad5DOFshock1A.m DEVELOPED 6/13/08 BY MAP
%
% CALCULATES EIGENVALUES,
% OF 5 DOF CAR with TWEELS %
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive down
%
% Natural Frequency Bump/Dip Traversal
% Compares TWEELS to tires
% Computes accelerations and Tire-Road Forces
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% clear
close all
% clear all
format short e
format compact
disp(' ')
%
% read in parameters in SI units
vmph=input('Input speed in mph, Speed = ');
vmps=vmph*0.4469; % speed, meters/sec
weightchoice=input('Which Configuration do you want to analyze? \n 1. Curb + Driver, tested at LPG \n 2.
Curb + 2 Passengers \n 3. GVW \n >>');
if weightchoice==1
Param_Curb_Driver
KTF=[2*156.8e3, ktf];
%TWEEL/front tire Stiffness, N/m, per axle
KTR=[2*186.53e3,ktr];
%TWEEL/Rear tire Stiffness, N/m, per axle
CTF=[400,ctf];
%Tweel/front tire damping, N/(m/s) (per axle)
CTR=[400,ctr];
%Tweel damping/Rear tire, N/(m/s) (per axle)
N=.7;
weight='Curb + Driver';
elseif weightchoice==2
Param_Curb_2Front
elseif weightchoice==3
Param_GVW
KTF=[2*150.39e3,ktf];
%TWEEL/Front tire Stiffness, N/m, per axle
KTR=[2*166.79e3,ktr];
%TWEEL/Rear tire Stiffness, N/m, per axle
CTF=[400,ctf];
%Tweel/Front tire damping, N/(m/s) (per axle)
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CTR=[400,ctr];
N=.7;
weight='GVW';
end
t2=L/vmps;

%Tweel/Rear tire damping, N/(m/s) (per axle)

%% Define Road Profile
%Create a "bump" in road at wheel hop frequencies
choice=input('\nPlease Choose Excitation Mode: \n1. Front Tire\n2. Rear Tire\n3. Front TWEEL\n4. Rear
TWEEL\n5. Tire Equipped Body\n6. TWEEL Equipped Body\n>>');
%natural frequencies from linmod('DOF5')
if choice==1
nf=9.945;
label='Front Tire';
bhe=.325; %bump height, in
elseif choice==2
nf=8.873;
label='Rear Tire';
bhe=.55;
elseif choice==3
nf=8.847;
label='TWEEL 1';
bhe=.55;
elseif choice==4
nf=7.167;
label='TWEEL 2';
bhe=.55;
elseif choice==5
nf=1.6849;
label='Body Mode w/ Tires';
bhe=5;
elseif choice==6
nf=1.6801;
label='Body Mode w/ TWEELS';
bhe=5;
end
Choice2=input('Do you want a bump or a dip?\n1. Bump\n2. Dip\n>>');
bh=bhe*.0254; %bump height, m

t1=0:.001:1/nf;

%bump time duration, s

bump1=.5*bh*cos(nf*2*pi*t1)-.5*bh;
dbumpdt1=-.5*bh*nf*2*pi*sin(nf*2*pi*t1);
delt=.1;
%time increment
t3=0:delt:0.9;
%lead in/lead out time
wait=zeros(1,length(t3)); %lead in/ lead out road amplitude
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bump=[wait bump1 wait];
dbumpdt=[wait dbumpdt1 wait];
t=[t3 t1+t3(end)+delt t3+t1(end)+t3(end)+2*delt];
if Choice2==2
bump=bump*-1;
dbumpdt=dbumpdt*-1;
label2=' Dip';
else
label2=' Bump';
end
% Place holders for other road types
freq=1;
freq1=2;
freq2=5;
time=1;
tchange=30;
change=2;
phase=1;
amp=1;
z=1*t;
%% Damper Data
% load Damper lookup curves
% updated MAP 5/22/08
shockdata
%%
freqeng=10.5;
zetaeng=0.01;
w1=vmps/r;
w1Hz=w1/(2*pi);

% assumed natural freq of one DOF engine, Hz
% assumed zeta of one DOF engine
% wheel rev frequency, rad/s
% wheel rev frequency, Hz

% Note: Point P can be a point at seat level as specified by ISO 2631
%
as the point where accelerations should be measured for ride
%
comfort evaluation
%
e=as-1.23;
% distance(+ forward)from sprung mass
% cg to point P, m;(mod EHL,1/05)
h=0.674-hs;
% height of point P above cg, m
%(mod EHL,1/05)
r1=[e 0 h];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Begin Main Loop
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for sss=1:2;
if sss==1,
disp('****** TWEEL VALUES ********')
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elseif sss==2;
disp('****** OE TIRE VALUES ********')
end
ktf=KTF(sss);
ktr=KTR(sss);
ctf=CTF(sss);
ctr=CTR(sss);
%
%
%% Output of Input Data
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp(' ************** INPUT DATA *******************')
disp(' ')
fprintf('vmps, Speed,
m/s %.3e \n',vmps)
fprintf('r, Wheel Rolling Radius,
m
%.3e \n',r)
fprintf('w1Hz, Wheel Rev Frequency,
Hz
%.3e \n',w1Hz)
fprintf('L, Wheelbase,
m
%.3e \n',L)
fprintf('t2, Time Delay: F to R axle, s
%.3e \n',t2)
disp(' ')
disp('*********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Engine & Trans properties')
disp(' ')
fprintf('zetaeng, Assumed engine damp ratio
%.3e \n',zetaeng)
fprintf('freqeng, Assumed engine heave freq, Hz %.3e \n',freqeng)
fprintf('ke, Engine mount stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kev)
fprintf('ce, Engine Mount Damping,
N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cev)
fprintf('de, Engine to F Axle,
m
%.3e \n',de)
disp('*********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Mass & Inertial Properties')
disp(' ')
% fprintf('mtot, Total mass
kg
%.3e \n',mtot)
% fprintf('F/R, Fraction of load on front axle
%.3e \n',Fpercent)
fprintf('WF, Front axle load
kg
%.3e \n',mFaxle*g)
fprintf('WR, Rear axle load
kg
%.3e \n',mRaxle*g)
fprintf('ms+me,Chassis+engine+trans,
kg
%.3e \n',msc)
fprintf('me, Engine+trans mass,
kg
%.3e \n',me)
fprintf('ms, Chassis sprung mass,
kg
%.3e \n',ms)
fprintf('mtf, Front Unsprung Mass,
kg
%.3e \n',mtf)
fprintf('mtr, Rear Unsprung Mass,
kg, %.3e \n',mtr)
fprintf('as, Sprung mass: CG to F Axle, m
%.3e \n',as)
fprintf('bs, Sprung mass: CG to R Axle, m
%.3e \n',bs)
fprintf('hs, Sprung mass CG above ground, m
%.3e \n',hs)
fprintf('icar, Pitch Inertia of ms,
kg*m^2 %.3e \n',icar)
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fprintf('e, Distance of P Forward of CG, m
%.3e \n',e)
fprintf('h, Distance of P Above CG, m
%.3e \n',h)
%
disp('**********************')
%
disp(' ')
disp('Suspension Properties')
disp(' ')
fprintf('kf, F-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kf)
fprintf('kr, R-Per Axle Susp Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',kr)
%
fprintf('cf, F-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cf)
fprintf('cr, R-Per Axle Susp Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',cr)
%
fprintf('ktf, F-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktf)
fprintf('ktr, R-Per Axle Tire Stiffness, N/m %.3e \n',ktr)
%
fprintf('ctf, F-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctf)
fprintf('ctr, R-Per Axle Tire Damping, N/(m/s) %.3e \n',ctr)
%
disp('*************************************************************')

% ROAD PSD Program
%% Run The Model
%
% check=1 runs linear shock model
% check=0 runs nonlinear shock model
check=0;
check2=1;
% road_choice=1 runs 4_post input
% road_choice=2 runs WA road input
% road_choice=3 runs Discrete Bump input
road_choice=3;
% DOF5
[T,X,Y]=sim('DOF5',t(end));
%% Post Process
% assign Simulink outputs
aZs=aZs;
%sprung mass vertical acceleration, m/s^2
atheta=atheta;
%sprung mass pitch acceleration, rad/s^2
omegatheta=omegatheta; %sprung mass pitch velocity, rad/s
Zs=Zs;
%sprung mass vertical displacement, m
Ztf=Ztf;
%front tire vertical displacement, m
Ztr=Ztr;
%rear tire vertical displacement, m
theta=theta;
%sprung mass angular position, rad
zroadf=Zroadf;
%road profile, m
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zroadr=Zroadr;
%road profile at the rear wheel, m
fvelshock=fCvel;
%velocity of the front shock, m/s
rvelshock=rCvel;
%velocity of the rear shock, m/s
pitchvelrad=thetadot;
%pitch velocity of the sprung mass, rad/s
pitchvel=pitchvelrad*180/pi; %pitch velocity of the sprung mass, deg/s
zroadfdot=Zroadfdot; %rate of change of the road wrt time at front tire, m/s
zroadrdot=Zroadrdot; %rate of change of the road wrt time at rear tire, m/s
ztfdot=Ztfdot;
%front tire vertical velocity, m/s
ztrdot=Ztrdot;
%rear tire vertical velocity, m/s
%find and display system natural frequencies of linear system
%only computes if linear system is run
if check==1
[A,B,C,D]=linmod('DOF5');
[V,EIGAA]=eig(A);
order=5;
order2=2*order;
for i= 1:order2
for j=1:order
if abs(V(j,i))==max(abs(V(1:order,i))) %Select largest
%value of a e-vector
vec(:,i)=V(1:order,i)/(V(j,i)); %Form the normalized e-vectors
else end
end
EIG(:,i)=EIGAA(i,i);
mag(i)=abs(EIG(: ,i));
%Mag of a eigenvalue
whz(i)=mag(i)/(2*pi);
%Calc of freq, Hz
zeta(i)=-cos(atan2(imag(EIG(:,i)),real(EIG(:,i)))); %Calc of zeta
end
i=1:10;
fprintf('\n #
EIG VAL\n\n')
disp([i',EIG'])
disp(' ')
fprintf(' #
FREQ(Hz) DAMP RATIO\n\n')
disp([i',whz',zeta'])
disp(' ')
i=1;
for j= 1:order2
if i==order2+1,
else ii= 1:order;
if EIG(i)==real(EIG(i)),
disp(' ');
disp('Normalized eigenvectors');
disp(' ')
fprintf(' E-value');
disp(' ')
disp([EIG(i)])
disp(' ')
fprintf(' #
MAG
PHASE(deg)');
disp(' ')
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disp([ii',(abs(vec(:,i))),(57.3*angle(vec(:,i)))])
disp('Press "enter" to continue')
i=i+1;
pause
else disp(' ');
disp('Normalized eigen vectors');
disp(' ')
fprintf(' E-value');
disp(' ')
disp([EIG(i)])
disp(' ')
fprintf(' Freq(Hz) Damp Ratio')
disp(' ')
disp([whz(i),zeta(i)])
disp(' ')
disp('#
MAG
PHASE(deg)');
disp(' ')
disp([ii',(abs(vec(:,i))),(57.3*angle(vec(:,i)))])
i=i+2;
end
end
end
else
end
%create acceleration and angular velocity vectors
zero=zeros(size(aZs)); %creates a column of zeros as placeholders
aG=[zero zero aZs];
alpha=[zero atheta zero];
omega=[zero omegatheta zero];
%Create array of distance vectors to allow for matrix algebra
temp1=zeros(size(aG));
R1=[temp1(:,1)+r1(1) temp1(:,2)+r1(2) temp1(:,3)+r1(3)];
accp=(aG+mcross(alpha,R1)+mcross(omega,mcross(omega,R1))); %acceleration of point P in m/s^2
azp=accp(:,3);
% Vertical Acceleration of point P
axp=accp(:,1);
% Longitudinal Acceleration of point P
fs=1/(To(2)-To(1)); % time-step size from solver
%Determine Wheel Deflection
fwd=Ztf-zroadf;
% Front Wheel Deflection
rwd=Ztr-zroadr;
% Rear Wheel Deflection
%Determine Suspension Travel
fstrav=Ztf-Zs+as*theta;
% Front susp stroke
rstrav=Ztr-Zs-bs*theta;
% Rear susp stroke
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%Calculate RMS Tire-to-Road Force
%F=C_tire*road_velocity+k_tire*wheel_deflection
Ftf=ctf*(ztfdot-zroadfdot)+ktf*fwd;
Ftr=ctr*(ztrdot-zroadrdot)+ktr*rwd;
%Calculate road to tire force including static vehicle load.
Ftf2=Ftf+(mtf+mFaxle)*g;
Ftr2=Ftr+(mtr+mFaxle)*g;
%Determine Total and Component Body Forces (-1 multiplication makes forces
%+Z up)
fF=(-fCforce-fKforce)*-1; %Front Spring/Damper Force
rF=(-rCforce-rKforce)*-1; %Rear Spring/Damper Force
eF=(eKforce+eCforce)*-1; %Engine Spring/Damper Force
tF=fF+rF+eF;
%Sum of Forces acting on Body
%Determine Wheel Forces
fwF=fF*-1-Ftf*-1;
%Front Wheel Force (Positive up)
rwF=rF*-1-Ftr*-1;
%Rear Wheel Force (Positive up)
%Determine Force in spring
sfs=mFaxle*g; %approximation of load carried by front springs at
%garage condition (assumes all sprung mass carried
%by springs), N
dfs=-fstrav*kf+sfs;

%Spring Force exerted on vehicle, N

if or(min(Ftf2)<0,min(Ftr2)<0)
fprintf('\nThe Tire Lost Contact With the Ground\nEnding Simulation')
jkl
end
% The next statement is the root mean square of the tire Forces
rmsftf=(sum(Ftf.^2)/length(Ftf))^.5;
rmsrtf=(sum(Ftr.^2)/length(Ftf))^.5;
%
% PLOTS
%
% Save Data for plotting
if sss==1,
rmsftf1=rmsftf; rmsrtf1=rmsrtf;
Ftf2_1=Ftf2; Ftr2_1=Ftr2;
aTf1=aTf;
%front tire acceleration
aTr1=aTr;
%rear tire acceleration
aZs1=aZs;
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atheta1=atheta;
fvelshock1=fvelshock; rvelshock1=rvelshock;
fF1=fF; rF1=rF; eF1=eF; tF1=tF;
else
rmsftf2=rmsftf; rmsrtf2=rmsrtf;
Ftf2_2=Ftf2; Ftr2_2=Ftr2;
aTf2=aTf;
aTr2=aTr;
aZs2=aZs;
atheta2=atheta;
fvelshock2=fvelshock; rvelshock2=rvelshock;
fF2=fF; rF2=rF; eF2=eF; tF2=tF;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% END OF MAIN LOOP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
end
tabchoice6=input('Do you want shock velocity time histories (Y/N)? \n Please indicate your choice \n
>>','s');
if tabchoice6 =='Y'||tabchoice6 =='y'
%find maximum and minimum data points of velocity data
[Ymaxf1,Imaxf1]=max(fvelshock1);
[Yminf1,Iminf1]=min(fvelshock1);
[Ymaxr1,Imaxr1]=max(rvelshock1);
[Yminr1,Iminr1]=min(rvelshock1);
[Ymaxf2,Imaxf2]=max(fvelshock2);
[Yminf2,Iminf2]=min(fvelshock2);
[Ymaxr2,Imaxr2]=max(rvelshock2);
[Yminr2,Iminr2]=min(rvelshock2);
figure
plot(To,fvelshock1,To,fvelshock2)
text(Imaxf1/fs,Ymaxf1,{'\leftarrow Max Compression Velocity' num2str(Ymaxf1)},'FontSize',8)
text(Iminf1/fs,Yminf1,{'\leftarrow Max Extension Velocity' num2str(Yminf1)},'FontSize',8)
text(Imaxf2/fs,Ymaxf2,{'\leftarrow Max Compression Velocity' num2str(Ymaxf2)},'FontSize',8)
text(Iminf2/fs,Yminf2,{'\leftarrow Max Extension Velocity' num2str(Yminf2)},'FontSize',8)
xlabel('Time, s')
ylabel('Velocity, m/s')
title('Front Shock Velocity')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire','location','Northeast')
figure
plot(To,rvelshock)
text(Imaxr1/fs,Ymaxr1,{'\leftarrow Max Compression Velocity' num2str(Ymaxr1)},'FontSize',8)
text(Iminr1/fs,Yminr1,{'\leftarrow Max Extension Velocity' num2str(Yminr1)},'FontSize',8)
xlabel('Time, s')
ylabel('Velocity, m/s')
title('Rear Shock Velocity')
else
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end
%Plot Body Force Data
tabchoice7=input('Do you want body Force plots (Y/N)? \n Please indicate your choice \n >>','s');
if tabchoice7 =='Y'||tabchoice7 =='y'
figure
plot(To,fF1+mFaxle*g,To,fF2+mFaxle*g,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Time, s','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Force, N','fontweight','bold')
title('Front Shock/Damper Force on Body','fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire','location','Northeast')
text(.25,max(fF1+mFaxle*g),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,rF1+mRaxle*g,To,rF2+mRaxle*g,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Time, s','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Force, N','fontweight','bold')
title('Rear Shock/Damper Force on Body','fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire','location','Northeast')
text(.25,max(rF1+mRaxle*g),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,eF1,To,eF2,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Time, s','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Force, N','fontweight','bold')
title('Engine Shock/Damper Force on Body','fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire','location','Northeast')
text(.25,max(eF1),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,tF1,To,tF2,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Time, s','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('Force, N','fontweight','bold')
title('Total Force on Body','fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire','location','Northeast')
text(.25,max(tF1),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
end
%Plot Acceleration Data
figure
plot(To,-aTf1,To,-aTf2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('acceleration, m/s^2','fontweight','bold')
l1=[label,' Excitation Front Wheel Acceleration, fn= ',num2str(nf),' Hz'];
l2=[num2str(vmph),'mph ',weight,label2,' run'];
title({l1;l2},'fontweight','bold')
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legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
text(.25,max(-aTf2),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,-aTr1,To,-aTr2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('acceleration, m/s^2','fontweight','bold');
l1=[label,' Excitation Rear Wheel Acceleration, fn= ',num2str(nf),' Hz'];
title({l1;l2},'fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
text(.25,max(-aTr2),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,-aZs1,To,-aZs2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('acceleration, m/s^2','fontweight','bold');
l1=[label,' Excitation Body Vertical Acceleration, fn= ',num2str(nf),' Hz'];
title({l1;l2},'fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
text(.25,max(-aZs2),('\uparrow Positive Z'),'FontSize',12,'fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,atheta1,To,atheta2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('acceleration, rad/s^2','fontweight','bold');
l1=[label,' Excitation Body Pitch Acceleration, fn= ',num2str(nf),' Hz'];
title({l1;l2},'fontweight','bold')
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
grid
figure
plot(To,Ftf2_1,To,Ftf2_2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('Tire-Road Force, N','fontweight','bold');
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
title('Front Tire Force','fontweight','bold')
grid
figure
plot(To,Ftr2_1,To,Ftr2_2,'--','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('time, s','fontweight','bold'); ylabel('Tire-Road Force, N','fontweight','bold');
legend('TWEEL','OE Tire')
title('Rear Tire Force','fontweight','bold')
grid
diffaZs=(max(abs(aZs2))-max(abs(aZs1)))/max(abs(aZs2))*100;
diffatheta=(max(abs(atheta2))-max(abs(atheta1)))/max(abs(atheta2))*100;
diffaTf=(max(abs(aTf2))-max(abs(aTf1)))/max(abs(aTf2))*100;
diffaTr=(max(abs(aTr2))-max(abs(aTr1)))/max(abs(aTr2))*100;
fprintf('\n***Maximum Acceleration Difference Between TWEEL and OE Tire***')
fprintf('\nThe difference at the front tire is %4.2f %%\n',diffaTf)
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fprintf('The difference at the rear tire is %4.2f %%\n',diffaTr)
fprintf('The difference for body heave is %4.2f %%\n',diffaZs)
fprintf('The difference for body pitch is %4.2f %%\n',diffatheta)
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D.12.1 “NFBump5DOFshock1E.m”
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% NFBumpRoad5DOFshock1E.m DEVELOPED 6/13/08 BY MAP
%
%
% 5 DOF CAR with TWEELS %
% The Degrees of Freedom are:
%
x1=z
car body vertical, positive down
%
x2=theta
car body pitch, positive nose up
%
x3=zf
front axle vertical, positive down
%
x4=zr
rear axle vertical, positive down
%
x5=ze
engine vertical, positive down
%
% Natural Frequency Bump/Dip Traversal
% Compares TWEELS to tires
% Computes accelerations and Tire-Road Forces
%
% Non-linear TWEEL Stiffness characteristics added 07-08-08
% Compares Nonlinear TWEEL to OE Tire and Linear TWEEL, Aug 8, 2008
% bump height values changed to keep Tire on ground
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

D.13

“TWEEL23C.m”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% tweel23C.m
%
% Developed by E.H. Law Nov.2007
% TWEEL Force vs. Deflection Law is of form F=C*del^n
% Static Deflection held constant at Del_static, mm
%
% Program Calculates front & rear stiffnesses using
% same C & n for the two axles (n=.5,.7,.9)
%
% Choice of max deflection / N added 6/08 - MAP
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear
% close all
format short e
format compact
%diary d:tweel_mini.out
disp('TWEEL Force vs. Deflection Law is of form F = C*del^n')
disp('Static Deflection held constant at Del_static, mm')
disp(' ')
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disp('Program calculates front & rear stiffnesses using ')
disp('same C & n for the two axles')
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp('INPUT DESIRED MAX STATIC DEFLECTION & WHEEL LOAD')
disp(' ')
Del_static=input('Max static deflection, mm = ');
disp(' ')
Fmax=input('Max wheel load, kg = ');
disp(' ')
n=[0.6 0.7 0.8 1.1];
logC=-n.*log10(Del_static) + log10(Fmax);
C=10.^logC;
stiff_kg=C.*n.*Del_static.^(n-1);
stiff_Npm=9.81*1000.*stiff_kg;
disp(' ')
disp('Values of n, C, & Stiffness for Fmax & delmax')
disp(' ')
disp('C
n
Stiff (per wheel), N/m')
disp([C' n' stiff_Npm'])
disp(' ')
del=0:0.1:50;
F1=C(1).*del.^n(1);
dfddel_1=C(1).*n(1).*del.^(n(1)-1);
F2=C(2).*del.^n(2);
dfddel_2=C(2).*n(2).*del.^(n(2)-1);
F3=C(3).*del.^n(3);
dfddel_3=C(3).*n(3).*del.^(n(3)-1);
F4=C(4).*del.^n(4);
dfddel_4=C(4).*n(4).*del.^(n(4)-1);
%
figure
plot(del,F1,del,F2,'-.',del,F3,':',del,F4,'--','linewidth',2)
xlabel('Del, mm','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('F, kg','fontweight','bold')
grid
legend('N=0.6','N=0.7','N=0.8','N=1.1')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Do Front First at GVW
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Del_static=input('Input max desired static deflect of TWEEL in mm,Del = ')
% Del_static=30;
%FmaxF=input('Max wheel load (GVW) at front in kg, FmaxF = ')
FmaxF=438;
n=input('Please Enter Desired Value of N, .5-.9\n>');
logCF=-n*log10(Del_static) + log10(FmaxF);
CF=10^logCF;
logdel_F_GVW=(log10(FmaxF)-logCF)/n;
delF_GVW=10^logdel_F_GVW;

% mm

dfddelF_GVW=CF*n*delF_GVW^(n-1);
% kg/mm
dfddelF_GVW_Npm=dfddelF_GVW*9.81*1000; % N/m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Now do Rear at GVW
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%FmaxR=input('Max wheel load at rear (GVW) in kg, FmaxR = ')
FmaxR=344;
logdel_R_GVW=(log10(FmaxR)-logCF)/n;
delR_GVW=10^logdel_R_GVW;

% mm

dfddelR_GVW=CF*n*delR_GVW^(n-1);
% kg/mm
dfddelR_GVW_Npm=dfddelR_GVW*9.81*1000; % N/m
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Now do front & Rear at Conf 1 (2 front seat occupants @ 68 kg)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Do Front First at Conf 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%FC1F=input('Wheel load (Conf1) at front in kg, FC1F = ')
FC1F=397;
logdel_F_C1=(log10(FC1F)-logCF)/n;
delF_C1=10^logdel_F_C1;

% mm

dfddelF_C1=CF*n*delF_C1^(n-1);
% kg/mm
dfddelF_C1_Npm=dfddelF_C1*9.81*1000; % N/m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Now do Rear at at Conf 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%FC1R=input('Wheel load (Conf1)at rear in kg, FC1R = ')
FC1R=265;
logdel_R_C1=(log10(FC1R)-logCF)/n;
delR_C1=10^logdel_R_C1;

% mm

dfddelR_C1=CF*n*delR_C1^(n-1);
% kg/mm
dfddelR_C1_Npm=dfddelR_C1*9.81*1000; % N/m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('\nn = %6.2f, del max = %6.2f, GVW, C = %.3e \n',n,Del_static,CF)
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
data_stiff_GVW=[FmaxF Del_static dfddelF_GVW_Npm/1000;...
FmaxR delR_GVW dfddelR_GVW_Npm/1000];
disp('Wheel Load, kg Del, mm
disp(' ')
disp([data_stiff_GVW])
disp(' ')

Stiff, kN/m')

%
fprintf('\nn = %6.2f, del max = %6.2f, Conf 1, , C = %.3e \n',n,Del_static,CF)
disp(' ')
data_stiff_C1=[FC1F delF_C1 dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000;...
FC1R delR_C1 dfddelR_C1_Npm/1000];
disp('Wheel Load, kg
disp(' ')
disp([data_stiff_C1])
disp(' ')

Del, mm

Stiff, kN/m')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Now plot F vs Delta
dell=0:0.1:50;
F=CF*dell.^n;
% kg
dfddel=CF*n*dell.^(n-1);
% kg/mm
dfddel_Npm=dfddel*9.81*1000; % N/m
%
figure(2)
hold on
plot(delF_GVW,FmaxF,'*',delR_GVW,FmaxR,'*',...
delF_C1,FC1F,'o',delR_C1,FC1R,'o','linewidth',2)
legend('GVW Front','GVW Rear','C1 Front','C1 Rear')
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hold on
plot(dell,F,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Del, mm','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('F, kg','fontweight','bold')
title('N=0.9, \deltamax = 20 mm','fontweight','bold')
grid
hold off
figure (3)
plot(delF_GVW,dfddelF_GVW_Npm/1000,'*',...
delR_GVW,dfddelR_GVW_Npm/1000,'*',...
delF_C1,dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000,'o',...
delR_C1,dfddelR_C1_Npm/1000,'o','linewidth',2)
legend('GVW Front','GVW Rear','C1 Front','C1 Rear')
hold on
plot(dell,dfddel_Npm/1000,'linewidth',1.25)
xlabel('Del, mm','fontweight','bold')
ylabel('dF/d(del), kN/m','fontweight','bold')
grid
title('N=0.7, \deltamax = 20 mm','fontweight','bold')
%Input offset lines to show change in force
rmsf=.39;
%rms deflection C1, mm
rmsr=.47;
%rms rear deflection C1, mm
rmsfgvw=.4; %rms front deflection GVW, mm
rmsrgvw=.47; %rms rear delfection GVW, mm
plot((delF_GVW-rmsfgvw)*ones(1,51),(dfddelF_GVW_Npm/100025):(dfddelF_GVW_Npm/1000+25),'b',...
(delF_GVW+rmsfgvw)*ones(1,51),(dfddelF_GVW_Npm/100025):(dfddelF_GVW_Npm/1000+25),'b',...
(delR_GVW-rmsrgvw)*ones(1,51),(dfddelR_GVW_Npm/100025):(dfddelR_GVW_Npm/1000+25),'g',...
(delR_GVW+rmsrgvw)*ones(1,51),(dfddelR_GVW_Npm/100025):(dfddelR_GVW_Npm/1000+25),'g',...
(delF_C1-rmsf)*ones(1,51),(dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000-25):(dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000+25),'r',...
(delF_C1+rmsf)*ones(1,51),(dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000-25):(dfddelF_C1_Npm/1000+25),'r',...
(delR_C1-rmsr)*ones(1,51),(dfddelR_C1_Npm/1000-25):(dfddelR_C1_Npm/1000+25),'c',...
(delR_C1+rmsr)*ones(1,51),(dfddelR_C1_Npm/100025):(dfddelR_C1_Npm/1000+25),'c','linewidth',1.5)
hold off
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